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Over the past several years, Acurex developed the HET catalytic 
combustor computer model as an aid in the solution of problems related to 
catalytic combustion applications for various systems such as boilers and 
gas turbines. The HET model differs from previous models in that it can 
handle the high temperature effects of catalytic combustion where bed radia-
tive heat transfer and "flame type" phenomena are important by including gas 
phase reactions and wall radiation terms. For a balance between accuracy 
and economy of operation, the code utilizes a quasi-one-dimensional model. 
In the present project, the,HET code is used as a basis for examining dif-
ferent concepts utilizing catalytic combustion for Stirling engine heater 
heads. 
Current heater head designs for Stirling engines depend on convective 
heat transfer from the combustion mixture to heat the working fluid. This 
approach results in a nonuniform circumferential and axial heat transfer 
distribution on the heater tubes. Since the tube temperature distribution 
is somewhat dependent on the local heat transfer rate, a temperature dif-
ference will then also exist on the heater tubes. The maximum allowable 
material temperature then dictates the maximum allowable heat flux. Tech-
niques which result in uniform tube temperatures or heat fluxes will maxi-
mize the net amount of energy that can be transferred to the working fluid. 
Two advanced concepts that have the potential for more uniform heat 
fluxes are catalyzed heater head and radiative energy transfer from catalytic 
reactors to the working fluid heat exchanger. The catalytically coated 
heater head can react the fuel and transfer the heat of reaction directly 
into the engine working fluid in a single component. With this concept, 
heating would be more spatially uniform allowing a higher average head tem-
perature and thereby increased engine efficiency. Also, combustion tempera-
ture and extent of reaction could be tailored to achieve very low-exhaust 
em1ssion levels. Finally, construction would be simplified by incorporating 
the combustion surface into the head design. In the radiatively cooled con-
cept,heat would be transferred radiatively as well as convectively from the 
catalytic reactor to the working fluid heat exchanger. The advantage of this 
concept is that catalyst surface temperatures could be maintained considerably 
above the working fluid temperature resulting in efficient combustion. With 
this concept, catalyst and heat exchanger temperatures could be more easily 
tailored for combustion and heat exchanger efficiency as well as emissions. 
Section 2 will present the basic HET model and the modifications and 
additions introduced by various heater head concepts. Section 3 will describe 
the code input instructions. 
This work was performed in support of the Department of Energy, HEAT 





This section briefly summarizes the theoretical foundations upon which 
the calculation methods of the Stirling Engine HET Code program are based. An 
attempt has been made to present these fundamentals in a fashion most appro-
priate to a user unfamiliar with the code. To this end, and in the interest 
of brevity, explanations tend to be nonrigorous and perhaps somewhat heuristic. 
In discussing each type of problem treated by the program, the pertinent govern-
ing equations are developed and it is shown that these relations are sufficient 
to determine the unknown quantities for that particular problem. Since all 
problems related to the Stirling engine are essentially solved by a modifica-
tion of the basic HET code developed earlier by Acurex (Reference 2-1), this 
section will begin with a description of the basic HET code. This is then 
followed by discussions on how the basic code is modified for each Stirling 
concept. Calculations and correlations for radiation view factors and trans-
port properties are then discussed at the end of this section. 
3 
2.1 BASIC HET CODE 
The basic model describes the reactions of a prevaporized and premixed 
fuel and air stream inside a catalytically coated channel. The following 
phenomena are treated: 
• Homogeneous gas phase chemical reactions 
• Heterogeneous surface chemical reactions 
• Radial heat and mass transport 
• Axial bed conduction 
• Radiative heat exchange between walls 
The following assumptions are made: 
• Negligible gas phase axial heat and mass transport diffusion 
• Wall fluxes can be treated by transfer coefficients which 
directly relate fluxes to the driving forces 
• Radial conductive heat transfer is neglected 
The resultant quasi one dimensional governing equations are: 
Species 
dY. 
• 1 J 
m -ds = AWl' - C w wi 
. 
where m = mass f1owrate/channe1 
y. = mass fraction of species i in the bulk gas 1 
s = axial distance 
A = cross-sectional area of flow channel 
Cw = perimeter of flow channel 
W. = chemical production rate (gas phase) of species 1 






m dh = - e q ds w w 
h = enthalpy in the bulk gas phase 
qw = heat flux at the wall 
Species Flux at the Wall 
(2) 
The flux of species i at the wall is determined by the rate of trans-





= W W. 
1 
J = ~ e (Y. - Y ) 
w. A m. 1 w. 
1 1 1 
W = rate of destruction of species i at the wall w. 
1 




= dimensionless mass transfer coefficient 
kc 
(em. = v ' 
1 
k = mass transfer coefficient 
c 
v = free stream velocity) 
Energy Flow at the Wall 
(3) 
(4) 
The wall heat flux is governed by convective heat transfer, chemical 
reaction, radiation exchange between walls and conduction in the solid phase. 




q = & C [(h - h ) + 
wAH w 
qr = radiative heat loss 
C 
I m. -c1 h (Y. H w. 1 • 1 
1 
- Y )] W. 
1 
As = cross-sectional area of the solid bed 
ks = conductivity of the solid bed material 
Tw = wall temperature 
CH = dimensionless heat transfer coefficient 
h = heat transfer coefficient 
p = density 
Cp = heat capacity) 
hw = enthalpy of edge gas at wall temperature (defined as 
h = ~ y1.h ). 
w L w· 
• 1 
1 
h = enthalpy of species i at wall temperature wt 
(5) 
(6) 
Chemical reaction rate constants are calculated by Arrhenius type rate 
expressions of the form: 
where kR = reaction rate constant 
E = activation energy 
a,b = constants 
6 
{7} 
Radiation heat exchange is calculated using a view factor approach 
where qrj' the wall radiative heat flux at station j is given by -
where K is the channel segment view factor 
k denotes all other stations except j 
r1,r2 denote upstream and downstream reservoirs 
Derivation for the view factors for different geometries are given in 
Section 2.6. Transfer coefficient calculation/correlations used in the code 
are given in Section 2.7. 
The boundary condit-j ons requi red to sol ve the system of equati ons are: 
* dT 
s = 0 Y. = Y T = T w = 0 , , dS 1 
°i 0 s=o 
* dT 
w 
= 0 dS s=L 
The above equations are solved simultaneously using a finite difference 
implicit numerical scheme. The results will provide both temperature and 
species distributions in the gas phase and at the catalyst surface. In the 
case when the catalyst wall temperature distributions are known, one can also 
over specify the problem by inputting this information into the program. The 
program will then automatically bypass the catalyst wall energy equation. 
* These correspond to insulated edges. If heat transfer occurs from the ends 
of the channel to the surroundings, it can easily be taken into account by 
equating the conductive heat flux to heat loss from the ends, say by con-
vection and/or radiation. 
7 





Catalytically coated tube 
This problem is essentially the same as the basic HET problem except 
that the heat is also removed externally from the tube .. Heat conduction must 
therefore occur transversely as well as axially in the tube walls. To in-
corporate this effect, a two-dimensional heat conduction equation was imple-
mented into the formulation. This is given by: 
where r = radial distance 
r l = inside tube radius 
r2 = outside tube radius 
(9) 
The above equation is not exact since it does not account for area variations 
due to changes in radius. It is, however, a good approximation where r l » 
(~2 - r l ) which is typical for cylindrical catalytic reactors. 
Four boundary conditions are needed for this equation. For the radial 
direction, these are given by heat exchange between tube and coolant and tube 
and fuel. 
8 







= ~ k ~ 




w r wl s dr r-r 
- 1 
heat transfer coefficient 
inside tube perimeter 
average external coolant temperature 
(10) 
(11 ) 
The heat transfer occurring from the outside of the tube to the coolant 
is represented by an external heat transfer coefficient h. Heat transfer may 
co 
also occur by radiation. If heat transfer by radiation from the surface of 
the tube is important, then h can include this effect by linearizing the tem-
co 
perature term of radiation and assuming h is an effective heat transfer coef-
co 
ficient representing both convective and radiative heat transfer. 
qw' the wall heat flux, is the same as that defined in the basic model 
(Equation (5)), except the axial conduction term is replaced by a conduction 
term at the surface of the wall. The boundary conditions for the axial direc-
tion remain the same as in the basic model with either insulated ends (no heat 
transfer at the ends of the tube) or conductive heat transfer at the ends of 
the tube balanced by radiation and convection. 
The input conditions for this problem are similar to the typical 
monolithic reactor problem except that the external heat transfer coefficient 
and coolant temperature must be inputted. The values of these input parameters, 
however, need not be constant. 
9 
2.3 FLOW ALONG FLAT PLATE 








Catalyst coated wall 
Boundary 
layers 
For the flat plate problem, the bulk gas temperature and composi-
tion remain constant and the boundary layer is growing as the gas streams 
travel down the tube. The basic HET model equations are easily adapted 
to this problem and much simplified. Equations (1) and (2) are not 
necessary since the bulk composition and temperatures remain constant 
Wall compositions and temperatures can be solved by equating Equations 
(3) and (4), and (5) and (6). Thus, the flat plate problem, in a way, 
is a subset problem of the HET code. Transfer coefficients, however, 
must be modified accordingly and also there is no radiation exchange 
between walls (only radiation heat loss to the ambient). 
10 
2.4 COANNULAR TUBE RADIATIVELY COOLED CONCEPT 
~~~ Catalyst coated wal I ~~'S 
T. lir + fuel ----. -.l 
WU/#A Coolant tube W1¥ TAr 




In this problem, coolant and fuel flow in concentric tubes with 
coolant in the inner tube and fuel in the annular region. The inner 
walls of the outer tube are catalytically coated. Heat is transferred 
to the inner tube by convection and radiation. The following assump-
tions are made: 
• The inner coolant tube has a thickness ~r which offers some 
resistance to heat transfer 
• Axial conduction in the inner tube is neglected 
• Radiation from the inner tube wall to the catalyst coated 
wall is neglected since the temperature of the inner tube 
wall is much lower than the catalyst wall 
For this problem, the basic equations of the HET model can be 
adapted with a few minor modifications. Equation (2) has to be modi-
fied to include heat exchange with the inner tube in addition to the 
catalyst wall. This is given by: 
where 
• dh 
m -= ds - C q - C' h (T - T' I ) w w w2 t w r=r 2 (12 ) 
= outer perimeter of inner coolant tube 
heat transfer coefficient from bulk gas to wall surface 
of coolant tube 
T' = wall temperature of coolant tube (function of both 
w axial and radial directions) 
11 
To solve for the wall and coolant temperature distributions, the 
following heat balances on the coolant tube are needed: 
dT' 
ht (T - T' I ) + k~ + q' = a (13 ) w r=r dr r-r r 2 - 2 
dT 
hH(TH - T~I ) w = a (14 ) - k-r-r dr r-r 
- 1 - 1 
. dTH 
mHc PH as- h C' (T'I - TH) = a (15 ) H w1 w r=r 1 
where k = conductivity of the coolant tube 
CI w1 
= inner perimeter of coolant tube 
ql = heat transfer by radiation from catalyst wall to r coolant tube wall 
hH = heat transfer coefficient of coolant 
mH,c
PH 
= mass f10wrate and heat capacity of coolant, respectively 
If the axial condition is neglected, the radial conduction heat 
flow Qc in the coolant tube is given by: 
dT I 
-kA ~ = Q = k _2rrL (TIl - TIl ) (16) dr c r w w 
r=r1 tn ~ r=r2 r=r1 
r 1 
where A = tube surface area for heat transfer 
L = tube length 
12 
Combining Equations (13), (14), and (16), and substituting into 
Equation (15) gives: 
m C dTH - U C' [ q~ + (T - TH)] = 0 H PH ds 1 wl ht ( 17) 
boundary condition 
where Ul = overall heat transfer coefficient 
Ul 
1 
= Al A1 R-n(r2/rl } + _1 
--+ A2ht 2rrkL hH 
A2 = surface area at r = r2 
Al = surface area at r = r1 
If we assume that the tube wall is thin, Ul can be simplified to 
(19 ) 
The second term on the right hand side of Equation (12) can also 
be expressed as functions of T and TH only to give: 
mddSh=-Cq -C' (U ~(T-T)+q' ~~] (20) 
w w w2 1 A2 H r ht A2 
Equations (17) and (20) can be incorporated into the basic HET 
equations and solved simultaneously. Once TH and T are solved, the 
coolant wall temperature profile T~ can readily be derived from Equa-
tions (13) and (14). 
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2.5 MONOLITHIC REACTOR RADIATING TO UPSTREAM AND 
DOWNSTREAM HEAT EXCHANGERS 
Al~ + fuel in ~ 
~J..t L. CO 
bank 1 





! Tube bank 2 
The problem of a monolith placed between two banks of coolant 
tubes is rather straightforward in that no modification is necessary 
to the basic HET equations. The problem of heat transfer to the cool-
ant is decoup1ed from the solution to the HET equations since heat 
transfer to the tube banks does not affect the HET equations. Heat 
transfer to the tube banks occurs by two mechanisms. The first is by 
convective flow of the fuel over the tube banks. The second is by radi-
ation from the monolith walls to the tube banks. Back radiation from 
the tube banks to the monolith walls can be neglected since the tube 
walls are at significantly lower temperatures compared to the catalyst 
walls. The equation describing heat transfer to the tube banks is simi-
lar to Equations (13), (14), (15), and (17) except that convective heat 
transfer occurs by crossf1ow over the tubes and radiation heat transfer 
occurs from the whole monolith to the tube bank. The key equation to 
be solved is: 
. (21 ) 
boundary condition 
14 
where x = axial distance along coolant tube 
T. + T 
T = 1 0 T. = temperature of fuel air mix-ture 2 1 approaching coolant tube 
T = temperature of fuel air mixture 0 after passing over coolant tube 
qr = radiation heat flux from the monolith to the tube bank, 
assumed uniformly distributed along the tube length 
If the inlet fuel/air temperature (temperature after passing over 
the first tube bank) is known, the equations of the basic HET model can 
be solved without modification to give the wall and gas temperatures in 
the monolith. The monolith wall temperatures can be combined with suit-
able view factors to give the radiation heat transfer flow to the tube 
banks. The exit temperature of the gas stream from the monolith is the 
temperature of approach to the second tube bank. Equation (21) can be 
solved analytically by assuming the radiation heat flux term (q ) is 
r 
uniform over the length of the tube to give the hydrogen temperature as 
a function of distance x: 








Ulqr - w1 ( JC' ) ~ + U1 T ~lHCPH 
The wall temperature distribution of the coolant tubes can easily be 
solved once TH is known. 
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2.6 CALCULATION OF RADIATION VIEW FACTORS 
Calculation of radiation view factors for different geometries is 
relatively straightforward. Radiation heat transfer between walls of a 
cylindrical tube is given by (Reference 2-2): 
R 
Surface 2 -~~ 




.... -+-- Surface 2 
F22 • 0.5 {x - Ix 2 - 4 } (23) 





G = ~ 
Rl 
A = R2 + G2 - 1 
o 





F = 1 _ 1 + ~ tan -1 (2/ R2 - 1 ) 






/ 2' 2 4(R - 1) + """2 (R - 2) 1 4R + G . -1 R 
= - Sln 
2TIR G G2 + 4(R2 _ 1) 
- sin-1 (R2R2 2)+ i(/4R2G+ G2 - 1)} (24) 
F21 • ~ - .~ {cos -1~~) - 2~ [I (Aa + d - (2R)2 cos -1 (R~a) 
+Bsin-1(~)- '~aJ} (25) 
In the case of the monolith radiating to a bank of tubes, we can assume 
that the face of the monolith is very close to the tube bank for maximum heat 
transfer. The two faces can therefore be treated as semi-infinite plates with 
the view factor given as (Reference 2-2): 
/ / / / / / 
f H = h/w 
h 
~ -/~/~/ / / / F /1 + H2 H 12 = - (27) 
---w ~ 
17 
To correct for the fact that one of the plates is really a bank of 
tubes of diameter Dt with center to center distance Dc' the actual view factor 
from monolith to tube bank FMT is (Reference 2-3): 
FMT = yF12 (28) 
y = -0.059Z2 + 0.049Z + 1.01 1 < Z < 2 
(29) 
= 0.0145Z2 - 0.224Z + 1.26 2 < Z 
where 
18 
2.7 TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
Values for gas properties and transfer coefficients are based on 
correlations and theoretical equations. The fuel/air side consists of ana-
lytical equations and correlations already built into the HET code. They 
are more refined than the accuracy of the present problem requires but since 
they are already there, little effort is made to convert them to simpler cor-
relations. Of the equations and correlations used for the fuel/air side, the 
following will be described in more detail. 
The fuel/air side consists of a complex mixture of reactants and pro-
ducts that changes in concentration with distance down the channel. Trans-
port properties such as diffusion, viscosity, and thermal conductivity must 
therefore make use of correlations based on mixtures. The development of 
expressions for these is discussed in detail elsewhere (Reference 2-8). A 
brief summary of this development, and the resulting expressions, is presented 
here. 
Correlations for binary diffusion coefficients are given in terms of 
a bifurcation approximation discussed in detail in Reference 2-8. This is of 
the form: 
(30) 
where IT is a reference diffusion coefficient and Fi are diffusion factors. 
In the present code, oxygen is chosen as the reference species with F02 = 1.0. 
From the molecular theory of gases and liquids (Reference 2-9): 
IT = 2.628 x 
T(T/M )1/2 
-3 ref 
10 2 (1,1)* 




with T in oK, P in atmospheres, and collision cross section, a in A. For 
o 
02 as the reference species, a is equal to 3.467 A. Using the data from 
Reference 2-9, the integral expression for transport properties is approxi-
mated by: 
., 
n~~,l)* ~ 1 07[T/(E/k)]-O.159 
1 J . 
where the maximum energy of attraction function, E/k, for 02 is 106.7 and 
thus: 
IT = 0.172 x 10-4 T1.659 / P (cm2/sec) 
For system viscosity, use is made of the correlation suggested by 
Buddenberg and Wilke (Reference 2-10) and endorsed by Hirschfe1der et a1. 
(Reference 2-9), namely 
where 
I X·ll· 1 1 llm i x = --------'--R=T;:-"ll-. -,,--,--x:7".-
i Xi + 1. 385 PM. 1 L 0 ~ . 
1 j 1J 
j~i 
X. is the mole fraction for component i 
1 
M. is the molecular weight of component i 
1 





By introducing the bifurcation relations, taking from Reference 2-9 the rela-
tion for pure component viscosity 
5 




where A~. is a ratio of collision integrals. Assuming A~. ~ 1.12 (actually 
11 11 
varies from 1.10 to 1.14 in the temperature range of interest), and adjusting 
1.385 to 1.344 for simplification, there is obtained 
(36) 





The thermal conductivity of a mixture of polyatomic molecules can be 
written (Reference 2-l0) as: 
k. = k . + k. t mlX mono-mlX ln (37) 
where kmono-mix is the mixture thermal conductivity computed neglecting all 
internal energy modes and kint is the contribution of the internal energy 
modes of the molecules to the mixture conductivity. An approximate relation-
ship for k . developed by Mason and Saxena (Reference 2-11) is: 
mono-mlX 
I [X.k. 1 ~ 1 lmono kmono-mix = L I 
. ' RT . ~ X. 





where kimono is the thermal conductivity of the pure species i, neglecting 
all internal degrees of freedom. Expressions for kimono can be written 
(Reference 2-9) as: 
k. = 145MR~. 
lmono i 1 
(39) 
The expression for kmono-mix then becomes: 
o rTM 
f [ Xi 15 R lJ kmono-mix = ~ 2: ~ .344 . (40) 
To complete the definition of k, the expression for the internal energy mode 
contribution to thermal conductivity must be added to kmono-mix. 
From Equations (59) and (77) of Reference 2-12, the following relation 
can be obtained: 
(41) 
j 
pOX Mi (c _ ~ ~) 
1 1 2: iMp. 2 M. k i nt = -----:S:--"l=F-i -'-------'-- ( 42) 
The value of k used is then: 
( 43) 
where 
X M.X.C 1 '" . 1 '" 1 1 p. B3 = M ~ F~ and Cp = M ~ F. 1 




The mass transfer coefficient is developed from the heat transfer 
coefficient by 
where Lei = Lewis number. 
(45) 
On the coolant side, the gases used are either hydrogen, helium or air. 
Since there are no reactions in the coolant, gas properties and transfer 
coefficients can be treated as a one component gas stream and simple expres-
sions can be derived. 
Gas viscosity can be represented by the Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird 
equation (Reference 2-9): 
(46) 
where J..1 = viscosity (J..1p) 
T = temperature (K) 
M = molecular weight 
0 
a = hard sphere diameter (A) 
nv = collision integral 
n _ ( 1. 161 ) + 0.525 + 2.162 v - O.150Tk exp(O.773Tk) exp(2.438Tk) 
(47} 
(48) 
E _ characteristic energy of interaction between molecules 
k - Boltzmann constant 
23 
The values for a and Elk for the coolant used are given below: 
° Coolant U& Elk (K) 
Helium 2.551 10.22 
Hydrogen 2.827 59.7 
Air 3.711 78.6 
Thermal conductivity can be calculated by the relation (Reference 2-4): 
(49) 
If we know the thermal conductivities of the gas at two temperatures, 
the value of n can be obtained from Equation (49). 
Heat capacity of the coolant is correlated by the general expression: 
C = a + bT + CT-2 p 
T = temperature (K) 
Cp = heat capacity (cal/g mole °C) 
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SECTION 3 
CODE INPUT INSTRUCTIONS 
This section describes the punched card input needed to activate the 
problem options described in Section 2. A number of comments are included to 
help guide the user in setting up input card decks. 
3.1 CARD INPUT DECK 
Card 1 
1 - 80 
Card 2 
1 - 3 IS 
4 - 6 NL 
7 - 9 NIT 
10 - 12 ILOSS 
13 - 15 IGEOM 
(Format 20A4) 
Title of run 
(Format 713) 
Number of species 
Number of grid points 
Number of iterations allowed 
Heat loss option, 
o - adiabatic reactor option 
1 - traverse heat loss option 
2 - assigned catalyst temperature option 
Reactor geometry option, 
o - monolith or cylindrical reactor option 
- flat plat option 
2 - coannular tube radiatively cooled 
reactor option 
3 - monolith reactor radiating to up- and 
downstream heat exchangers problem 
option 
26 
16 - 18 ICQEF 
19 - 21 KR7 
Card 3 
- 10 DTUB 
11 - 20 VF 
21 - 30 DIAMS 
31 - 40 AK 
41 - 50 EMIV 
Card 4 
1 - 10 AM 
11 - 20 TI 
21 - 30 P 
~ard 5 
- 10 TRES( 1) 
11 - 20 TRES(2) 
Card Set 6 
Card(s) 1 
- 10 S(N),N=l,NL 
11 - 20 
Input external heat transfer coefficient 
option 
>0 - invoke this option and bypass the 
built-in correlation 
Diagnostic output option, 
>3 - invoke diagnostic output option 
(Format 5F10.0) 
Effective cell diameter (cm) 
Void fraction of monolith 
Diameter/height of reactor (cm) 
Thermal conductivity of reactor (ca1/s/cm-K) 
Emissivity of reactor 
(Format 3F10.0) 
Mass flowrate (gm/s) for IGEOM ~ 1. Mass 
flux (gm/cm2-s) for IGJOM = 1. 
Inlet temperature (K) 
Pressure (atm) 
(Format 2F10.0) 
Upstream reservoir temperature (K) 
Downstream reservoir temperature (K) 
Spatial grid parameters 
(Format 8E10.5) 
Selected grid locations (cm) 
27 
Card Set 7 
Card (s) 1 
- 10 
11 - 20 
Card Set 8 
Card(s) 
1 - 2 
3 - 4 
Card Set 9 
Card 1 
1 - 10 
11 - 20 
21 - 30 
31 - 40 
41 - 50 
Card 2 
1 - 10 
11 - 20 
21 - 30 













First guessed/assigned wall temperature 
profile 
(Format 8E10.5) 
Wall temperature at node point N (K) 
(Fonnat 4012) 
If the node is a noncatalytic surface, 
enter zero. If it is a catalytic sur-
face, enter 1 
Parameters for ILOSS >0 and IGEOM >0 
options 
(Format 5F10.5) 
Coolant initial velocity (cm/s) 
Coolant flowrate (gm/s) 
Coolant inlet temperature (K) 
Coolant pressure (atm) 
Coolant molecular weight (gm/gmole) 
Thermal conductivity (for coolant tube) 
(cal/s-cm-K) 
Coolant tube thickness (cm) 
Coolant tube diameter (cm). Leave 
blank if IGEOM >2. 
Distance between monolith and tube bank 
(cm). Leave blank unless IGEOM = 3. 
Card 3 
1 - 10 TK1 
11 - 20 TK2 
21 - 30 GKT1 
31 - 40 GKT2 
Card 4 
- 10 SG 
11 - 20 EK 
21 - 30 C1 
31 - 40 C2 
41 ,. 50 C3 
Card Set 10 
Card(s) 1 to IS 
1 - 8 NAf1A 
11 - 20 ALPHF 
(Format 4F10.5). (See Equation 49.) 
Lower reference temperature for thermal 
conductivity of the coolant (K) 
Upper reference temperature for thermal 
conductivity of the coolant (K) 
Coolant thermal conductivity corresponding 
to TK1 




Parameters for calculation of coolant 
viscosity (see Equations 46 to 48) 
Coefficients for coolant specific heat 
correlation (see Equation 50) 
C1 = a, C2 = b, C3 = c 
Initial species concentrations, wall species 
concentration guesses, and species diffusion 
factors 
(Format 2A4, 2X, 2E10.3, F10.4) 
Species name utilized in kinetic reaction 
input. (These names must also be compatible 
with the names on the thermochemical input 
data file.) See Section 3.2 for a descrip-
tion of thermochemical data. 
Initial species concentration in relative 
mole concentrations 
29 
21 - 30 ALPHE 
31 - 40 BPA 
_Card Set 11 
Estimate of final wall species concentra-
tions in relative mole concentrations 
Bifurcation diffusion factors, l/Fi , for 
each species. (See Appendix A for the 
definition of these factors) 
Kinetic data 
Reactions and their associated rates are given in the form: 
2 R -+ I P ll· B. + ll· B. 1 1 1 1 
. . m . m 
1 1 
and 
where II are the stoichiometric coefficients on species Bi , Pi is 
the partial pressure of species i, and Kp is the corresponding 
m 
equilibrium constant. The forward reaction rate coefficient, kf ' 






The backward reaction rate coefficient is taken to be equal to the 
forward reaction rate coefficient divided by the equilibrium constant. 
Card 1 
1 - 3 MT 
4 - 6 MGAS 
(Format 213) 
Total number of reactions input (includ-
ing both gas phase and surface reactions) 
Number of gas phase reactions 
30 
Card{s~ 2, 4, ... ,2MT (Format 10(A4,lX), 3E10.4) 
1 - 4 NA(l) } Name of reactants (must be compatible with Card Set 10 21 - 24 NA(5) 
26 - 29 NB(l) 
1 
Name of products (must be compatible with 
Card Set 10 
46 - 49 NB(2) 
51 - 60 FKF(M) Pre-exponential factor of the mth reaction 
(in mole, em, sec units) 
61 - 70 EXK(r~) Temperature exponent 
71 - 80 EAK(M) Activation energy (kcal/gmole-K) 
Card {s} 3, 5, ... , 2MT+ 1 (Format 5F5.0, T41, 5F5.0) 
1 - 5 AMU(l) 
1 ~~ associated with NA(i) 21 - 25 Ar~U(5 ) 
41 - 45 BMU(l) } ~~ associated with NB( i) 
61 - 65 BMU(5) 
3.2 THERt'10CHEMICAL INPUT DATA FORr~AT 
For the program operation, thermochemical data (i.e., specific heat, 
enthalpy and entropy) for all species included in Card Set 10 must be present 
on mass storage devices designated by unit 11. The order of this data on the 
storage device is not important. However, it is important that the species 
names input on Card Set 10 match identically with the species names on the 
thermochemical data files and the kinetic reaction input data, Card Set 11. 
The thermochemical data files can be full libraries of data, from which only 
a limited number of species will be selected for each problem of interest. 
Curve fits of data are in the form Cp = F3 + F4T + F5/T2 and cover a 
lower and upper temperature range. Cp units are cal/mole/K. 
31 
Card 1 
11 - 18 
21 - 20 
Card 2 
1 - 9 
10 - 18 
19 - 27 
28 - 36 
36 - 45 
46 - 54 
61 - 66 
73 - 76 
Card 3 
1 - 9 
10 - 18 
19 - 27 
28 - 36 
36 - 45 
46 - 54 
61 - 66 





(Format lOX, 2A4, 2X, 2F10.0) 
Species name utilized in initial concen-
tration and reaction input 
Molecular weight of species 
(Format 6E9.6, 6X, F6.0, 6X, A4) 
Low temperature curve fit. 
Heat of formation at 298K (cal/mole) 
Change in enthalpy from 298K to 3000K 
(cal/mole) 
Coefficient in above Cp expression 
Coefficient in above Cp expression 
Coefficient in above Cp expression 
Entropy constant at 3000K (ca1/mole) 
Upper temperature limit of low tempera-
ture range curve fit (K) 
Name of species used in reaction set 
(Format 6E9.6, 6X, F6.0, 6X, A4) 
High temperature curve fit 
Heat of formation at 298K (cal/mole) 
Change in enthalpy from 298K to 3000K 
(cal/mole) 
Coefficient in above Cp expression 
Coefficient in above Cp expression 
Coefficient in above Cp expression 
Coefficient in above Cp expression 
Upper temperature limit of low tem-
perature range curve fit (K) 




Several sample problems were run with the Stirling Engine Combustor 
Code to show the variety of problems that can be solved. In this section, 
each problem is briefly described, input card data is shown and select out-




SAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 
ADIABATIC CYLINDRICAL REACTOR (CERAMIC) 
Description: This problem represents a fuel/air mixture flow in a catalytic ceramic tube with no 
heat loss to the environment. This problem is also the same as catalytic combustion 










~ = 0.2 
m = 0.0394 g/s 
T. = BOOK 
pln = 3 x 105 Pa 
DTub = 0.32 cm 
~ = 20 cm 
VF = 0.B7 
!)1\~lPU PHOIILf..M A - U~ICOOL[n CATALYST MOt~()LITH FIll EQUIV RATIO:0.2 
5 .~2 1 0 0 0 0 
0.1!l1l75 0.1I7 0.17 O.OllO~ U.~ 
U,039" 800.0 3.0 
1\110.0 -1.0 
u.O 0.05 0.10 0.1!) 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.55 
n." 0."5 0.5 0.1~ 1.0 1.5 1.75 2.0 
~.~ 5. 3.5 .. . ".5 5. 5.5 6. 
b.5 7. 7.~ 8. tI.5 9. 9.5 10. 
1200. 1200. 12 00. 120U. 1~00. 1200. 1200. 1200. 
1~00. 1200. 1200. 1200. 1200. 1200. 1200. 1200. 
1200. 1200. 1200. 1200. 1200. 1200. 1200. 1200. 
1200. 1200. 1200. 1200. 1"'00. 1200. 1200. 1200. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 111 1 1 1 
N2 .7R33" .71686 1.0.H15 
02 .20633 .16529 1.lUO .. 5 
C.sH8 .00833 2.0 [-031.2158 
H2O 1.0 [-10 .03306 .8 .... 06" 
CO2 1.0 [-10 .02 .. 19 1.27 .... 6 
2 1 
C.sH8 02 C3H8 02 H~O CO2 ".1 E+9 .. 0.61 
w .25 1.0" -.15 -3.96".0 3.0 
U'1 C3H8 02 H2O CO2 1.1 E+09 O. 17.6 
1.0 -5.0 ".0 3.0 
W 
0"\ 
S/lP'PLE. PROf'U:1'1 " - P'ICor" [(I C/lT/lLY~T MOWILlTH fIll f"IIUIV HilTIO=0.2 
• INT[~RAL PARIIME.TERS • 
IS I NUMBE.R OF SPEr.T[S 
Nl I G~IO POINTS I . 
fJIl I NUMH[R OF OVERALL ITrHilTIoNS 
IlOSS I HE.AT LOSS OPTION I 
IGEOM I PROHLEM CEn~ETRY OPTION I 
IcC[FF I HEAT TRANSFER INPUT OPTION 
KR7 ( PRINT OPTlON I 








• •• REACTOk o/lr/l ••• 
MONOLITH HONEY[O~R CATALYTIC CO~BUSTON 
NUP'f:!E.R OF TtHI[S = 1.00 
VOID FRACTIOI~ .lI70 





= !lOO.OO IKI 
= 3.00 IIITMI 
= .39~-001 (G/SI MASS FLO"" RATE 
COI\OUCTIVITY 
EI'IISSIVIry 
= .500-003 (CAL/S-C~-KI 
••• R[SE.IlVOIH TfMPERATURES It •• 
UPSTHlAM = 80U.00 
nO~NSTREAM = 1.01100 
GRII) POINTS CHOSE'I lSI 
.UOOO .5000-UOl .1 0 UO+001) 
.~OOO .'1S0u 1.000 
4.'>00 5.0UU 5.5UU 
q.'iOO 10.UO 
= .110 
• 1 ~OO 
1.500 
b.OOO 
INITJAl &UfSSEO WALL TrMPEHATlJHr~ I TL I 
12UO. 1 <' II U. 1;.> (I U. 1;>IIU. 
1;>00. 1~(J0. I<'UU. I~OU. 
lrflO. 12U(l. 1;" n (I. l?I)O. 
1;:>(10. 
.?OOU .2:JOO 
1 • 7~O 2.0110 
6.5UO 1.000 
1;>00. I;>UIl. 
1;:>00. 1 ~(\ O. 







.3500 .~OOO .~500 
5.000 3.500 ~.OOO 
8.000 H.500 9.00U 
1200. 1200. 1200. 
pon. 1200. 1200. 
1200. 1200. 1200. 
W 
'-J 
• SP[Cll!' HIJTIIIL MOLf fRACTI()N~.FIHST GU[:,<;tS.AlIll nnFUSIUN FI\CTOH~ • 
SFI:.CIE /lLI'~ ALPt. DIFFUSION FACTOR 
1\2 .7b~+00n .777+000 1.0347 
C~ .;;>011+(100 .1(,:J+OOu 1.1004 
C31111 .833-002 .2UU-002 1.2758 
1120 .10u-00';/ .33l-liOJ. .8441 
CO2 .100-009 .241\-001 1.2745 
* THEHMnCHE~JSTHY nATA * 
CURVE FIT nF (lATA IN FOn"" CP=fHHRC.T+RU/IT*" ICAL/IMOLE*KI 
HFICAL/P'OLI HICAL/MOLI ~H PC KU SICIIL/MOLIKI TUIKI NAI1E 
N2 28.000 
.19UUO+000 .2399;'l+U05 .h1391+001 .1(.415-002 .29 /21+005 .64548+002 300. 1000. N2 
.19UUU+000 • 2211.1I\+U05 .IL~U4"+OU 1 .2~3~1-003 -.1'::806+006 .63114+002 1 0 00. 2500. N2 
02 32.000 
• 00000 .25541+005 .61044+001 .1619~-002 -.1941'h005 .68908+002 300. 1000 • 02 
• UUOOO .234511+UO~ .I\U175+001 .50513-003 -.21319+006 .61916+(lO~ 1000 • 2500. 02 
H2O 1f\.UOO 
-.51198+005 .31116+UU5 • 6829U+OU1 .2'1<;1<;-OU2 .21843+U05 .69022+U02 300 • 1000. H2O 
-.51198+UO~ .3U3U~+UU5 • 996':1i1+UUl .1;>114-0U2 - .14321h001 .(.A463+002 lUUO. 2500 • H2O 
CO2 44.000 
-.94U54+0n5 • 4143A+005 .95118+001 .3F.0~0-U(J2 - .16MI9+006 .1\1991+002 300 • 1000. CO2 
-.9IjU54+00~ .36513+U05 .13'112+0U2 .31\449-0U3 -.1"'+12+001 .19861+00~ 1000. 2500. CO2 
C3H~ 44.000 
-.24820+005 .108~B+U06 • 320'1u+UU2 .1192A-001 -.20 312+001 .15940+003 300 • 2500. C3H8 








• KI~rTIC HL~CTION DATA • 
TOT IlL fJU 11 IIf H OF HUICT IOr~S 2 
~UMHlH OF ~AS PH~SE HlACTIO~S 1 
TYPE R[I\CTlON 
GAS 5.0 U? ~ 1.0 C3Hb--=4.0 H2o + 3.0 CO2 
SURF ~.O Ot> ~ 1.0 C3HB--=4.0 H2O ~ 3.U CO2 
PRE rxP FACTOR TEMP Exp ACTIVATION 
(MOll-CM-SI (KCAL/HOLE) 
.1+100+01U .000 1+0.6100 
.1100+01u .000 17.6000 
A)(IIIL LISTIINC( IIUI/lt; MOrH'1 J TH • CYLlNn,k on PLATE S le/'l) 
.Il"l" .100 .1~1I .2UO .25(1 • .300 .35'1 .400 .450 .5UO 
HULK TEMP IK) 1\13 • ., tl23.1i 1\.~2. 'i 1\40.2 A47.<! 1153.8 d'i9. Q 13"5.6 /\71.1 1376 •. i
WALL TEMP IK) 1197.A l21b.ti 122".0 1231.7 p.s5 •• ~ 1237.5 1239.1 1240.2 1241.5 1243.6 
,.,OLE. FRIICl IO~I 
BULK SPECIES 
N2 .7A314 .7A299 .7Q2B6 .78276 .713266 .78257 .76248 .78240 .782-'3 .76226 
02 .206':17 .20!:199 .20517 .20445 .20360 .20320 .20264 .20211 .201&1 .20114 
C3HI! .008n7 .0076Q .00772 .00756 .00745 .u0734 .00723 .00713 .00703 .00694 
H2O .00104 .001AO .00243 .00298 .003'+8 .00394 .00437 .00478 .0051(, .00553 
-+:> 
0 CO2 .00076 .00135 .00162 .00224 .002~1 .00296 .00328 .00358 .00367 .00414 
WALL SPECIES 
N2 .776137 .776/\7 .17667 .7768 7 .77F.87 .77687 .77687 .77667 .77667 .77687 
02 .165.H .16531 .1(''i30 .16530 .16530 .16530 .16530 .16530 .165-'0 .1 6 530 
C3He .ouooo .00000 .oonou .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
H2O .03304 .0'304 .0:'1:104 .03304 .03304 .03304 .u3304 .0330,+ .03304 .03304 
CO2 .0247/\ .0;>4711 .0247!! .02478 .02478 .U2478 .02478 .02478 .02478 .02478 
A'1 I I\L [lIST Mlr.C I\l.OI\lG 110NOl.I1H • CYLINIJ[H OH PL"T[ S (0') 
.75(1 1.IJOO 1.500 1.7:>0 ~.OOO 2.500 '\.000 3.5UO '+.000 '+.500 
UuLK TE.f1P (K, tl~8.'+ 'HIl • 0 9:'0.6 Q65.6 979.7 100,+.9 1U27.5 10'+8.0 1066.8 108,+.0 
WALL TEf'P (K, 12'+7.3 12'+9.'+ 12:'1.1 1;>5U.7 1?:J1.:J 1253.2 125'+.0 125'+.7 1.155.3 1255.8 
MOLt. FRACTION 
RULK SPECIES 
N2 .7tl19b .781&9 .781l~ .7810,+ .780&5 .780~0 .78019 .77990 .779b,+ .779,+0 
02 .1<:1':113 .19737 .19'+'+1 .1930'+ .lQ175 .189'+5 .18737 .1851t7 .18371t .16215 
C3H8 .00(,55 .00621 .005&'+ .00537 .00512 .001t67 .00'+27 .00391 .00357 .00326 
.;:. 
H2O .00706 .00842 .0106':1 .01175 .-J .0127'+ .01'+50 .01610 .01755 .01686 .02011 
CO2 .00530 .00&31 .00802 .00881 .00"55 .01088 .01207 .01317 .01'+16 .01508 
WALL SPECIES 
N2 .7761\7 .77667 .77687 .77687 .776(',7 .77687 .77687 .77687 .7768 7 .77687 
02 .16:J'\0 .16530 .16530 .16530 .16:J30 .16530 .16530 .16530 .165jO .16530 
C3HA .ooono .00000 .onooo .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
H2O .U3.'5u,+ .03304 .0330'+ .0330'+ .03304 .03304 .0330'+ .0330'+ .0330'+ .0330'+ 
CO2 .O<"HR .02'+71\ .02478 .02'+78 .U2'+7A .02478 .0<''+78 .02478 .02,+78 .02'+7A 
AX T I\L LJISTIINCr fllilt'r. MO~IULI TH , CYI I NOEH OH PLATE S I C~II 
~,UOII ~.~OO h.non 6.500 7,uoo 7.500 il.oon 8.5,.,0 '1.000 9,5UO 
BULK TEMP p<) 1099." 1114.4 U~7 ."1 1140.4 11~2.1 11& .... 9 un.o 11/'.2.'5 11'::11.3 1199.1 
WALL T[MP «K I 12!Jb.<! 12~b.b 1<!:J7.0 1757.3 1207,6 12~7.il 12!J8.0 .1.251\.2 12!J8." 1<!59.2 
MOLL FRACTION 
HULK SPECIES 
N2 .77"118 .7789~ ,77879 .7711&1 .17 b .... .71829 .11815 .11801 .1178 8 .17111 
02 ,18Ub1 ,11931 .11805 ,11681 .11518 .11"1~ .11319 .1129U ,112U6 .11121 
C:lHA .i)OlY8 .00211 ,002 .. 7 .OU22" .00203 .001113 ,00161+ .0011+1 .001.H .00116 
~ 
I\) H2O .0?121+ .02229 .0232& .0241& .02500 .02579 .02652 .02121 .02186 .028"6 
CO2 • 01~Y3 .01611 .0111+4 .01812 .01815 .U193 .. .01989 ,020"1 .02069 .02135 
WALL SPECIES 
N2 .716 ... 1 .11681 .11&87 .17667 .11687 .77687 ,77681 .17687 .,1168 1 .71681 
02 .165jO .16530 .1(.!ijO .lb530 ,1(,530 .1&530 .16')30 .165.30 .165.30 .16530 
C3HA ,UOOIlO .0001lU .oonou .UOOOO .OOOUO .00000 .UOOOO .00000 .OOOUO .00000 
H2O .U3304 .03304 .033U4 .0.3304 .03.3U4 .03304 .u330" ,033U4 .033U" .0.330" 
CO2 .U",476 .02471" .02478 .02 .. 18 ,02 .. 18 .'U2 .. 18 .02478 .02 .. 78 .02"'8 .02 .. 18 
~xII\L l~l<;TIIIJCE IILuI'I, i"IOI,!OLllll. C'rLII~Ut:k Of.' I-'LIlTl s (C~" 
10.UUlI 
::lULI\ TE.MI-' IK) 1207. b 
WALL TEMP IK) 121'>0.8 






~ CO2 .02177 w 
WALL SPECIES 




C02 • 0<1" 7d 
••••••••• **.** ••••••••••• 




SAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 2 
NONADIABATIC CYLINDRICAL REACTOR (CERAMIC) 
Description: This problem is the same as sample problem No.1 except for a change in the fuel/air 
conditions and the inclusion of a convective flow of air over the outer surface of 














<p = 0.8 
m"= 0.0278 g/s 
Tin = 1000K 
P = 1 x 105 Pa 
Tc = 1000K 
hc = 1.51 x 10-4 cal/cm2-s-K 
DTub = 0.32 cm 
9.. = 20 em 
VF = 0.87 
~ 
(J'I 
SAMPLE PROBLEM 82: COOLED MONOLITH TUBE. EQUIVALENCE RATIO' O.B 
~ .~Il 2 1 n 1 II 
0.317~ 0.~7 0.3q04 0.0005 
2.711 10nll. 1. 
1 n no. 1 ~ (10. 
n. n • O~ 
1.5 2.0 




















































.8 .... 06"1 






C3H8 02 H20 
02 H20 C02 
O.B 




























































SAMPLE PROBLEM 82: COOLED MONOLITH TUBE. EQUIVALENCE RATIO' O.B 
• INTEGRAL pA~~~ETERS • 
I~ I NUMuER ~~ SPECIES 
rlL I btlTD POI:liT!, I 
NIT I NUM~lR OF OVER~LL ITERATIONS 
ILCSS I HEAT LOSS OPTION I 
Ir.EOM I PHOHLEH tiEOMETRy OPTION I 
IrCEFF I HEAT TRANSFER l~PUT OPTION 
KR7 I PRINT OPTION I 








• •• REACTOR DATA ••• 
MO~OLITH HONEYCOMB CATALYTIC 
NIIP'AER OF TUOES = 
VOID FRACTION = 
OIAMETER OF COMRUSTOR = 





.32 I CH I 
en INLET TEMPERATURE 
PRESSURf 
=1000.00 IKI 
= 1.00 IIITMI 
= .278+001 IG/SI M/ISS FLOW RATE 
CO~nIJCTJV I TY 
EI'!ISSIVIlT 
= .500-003 .CAL/S-CM-KI 
= .110 
••• RESERVOIR TEMPERATURES ••• 
IIPSTREAM = 1000.0 
nO~NSIR[AM = 1500.0 
CHIn POINTS (HOSPI lSI 
.0Uuo .5UOO-U01 .10UO+UOo .2UOO 
2.~00 3.00U ~.50U q.uon 
~.UOO 10.UU 11.uU 12.00 
Ir.I TT ~L (,UESsED w/lLl TfMP[HArURES ITLI 
17,,". 1700. 1700. 1700. 
170U. 17110. 17UO. l1UU. 






































• •• rOOLAIH 1'1(01-'(J< I Jf.S ••• 
cnCLIIIH 
I~'L ET Tl"'IP[t' ~ TIIJ<[ 
PPESSUJ<l 
=10 0 11.011 
.00 
= • noo 
.no 
11A~S Fll'" HAfl 
AI'Ff<UACli VI.LOr:TTY = 





.011 COOl/\NT TilliE: 
TlleE DII\r1[TrR 
Tl.P.E THICIH,! ~s 
eo~ uue TI v IV 
= .00 eCI1/ 
= .011 eeM) 
= .~oO-OO~ eCAL/S-CM-KI 







HrAT CAPACITY CPH = e1 + c2 • T + C~ I T •• 2 
C1 = ,OUO 
C2 = ,1100 
e3 = ,DUO 
VISCOSITY pn~AMfTEJ<S 
eC~I./G-MOL[ - KI 
eCAI IG-MOIF - K •• 2J 
eCAL-K/G-MOl[1 
SIGM/\ = ,lion CAl 
f./K ,000 eK I 


































... + I I + I 
~ 03':J..o1l1 
-' :rO"eC\,;~ 





~ + + • I • 
~ 3 P'I") r. _ 0 
.; ....,=~CO 
< .... :"\1,....,_..-4 
..... 











CUI(~f ~ IT ,J~ UATA 
HFeCIlL/P'OLl HeCIlL/MnLl 
N2 ?".OOO 
• 1':'UUO.1I00 • ;>3-:1QJ.uO:' 
.7'1UUO.000 • 22111 11 .UOo; 
U2 :12.000 
.ooouo • 255,,1.005 
• uocou .23"50.UIl~' 
1120 )/I.OOU 




-.':I"U5' .. 005 .3657~.UO'\ 
C3H~ "".000 
-.2"1I20'U05 .1 U1I8'hU06 
-.2'18:>0,005 .1 U688.0 06 
IHl~"OCH~1'I1STHY IIIITIl • 
TN FORM CP=RU.RC*T.HO/eT*T) ICIIL/eMOLE*K) 
Rfl RC HO seCAL/HOL/K) TUCK) NAME 
.6lj'!l.OUl .1E.41f>-OO" .29127.(\U~ .6"~"8.U02 300 • 1000 • N2 
• 1I3U,,9.UOI .2:1~57-0u3 -~ 728U6.006 .6377".002 1000 • 2500 • N2 
.670'l'HOOl .1"795-002 -.19"19+005 .6119011+002 30CJ • 1000 • 02 
.6072~+Ool .50513-003 -.21.H9.006 .67976+002 1000 • 2500. 02 
.6112'1U+OUI .2Q575-UIJ2 .2711'13.u05 .69022+002 30U. 10UO. H2O 
.99698+001 .1277'1-002 - .1'I328+U07 .68'163+002 100a. 2500. H2O 
.95778+001 .36020-002 -.16~89+UO" .81997+002 300. 1000. CO2 
.13972.002 .38""Q-OU3 -.13"12+U07 .79867+002 1000. 2500. CO2 
• 32u':Iu+ou2 .11928-001 -.203 72+007 .159"0+003 300 • 2500. C3H8 
.32090+002 .11928-001 -.20372+007 .159'10+003 2500. 6000. C3H8 
zw 00 
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,'\.,1 I'tL 1,1~1 ~~Icr IILON("' HOI·IOll Til , tn. HIl'rl' OJ! PLATt: S (C~il 
.'15U ,luU .200 .IIUO .600 .800 1.UOO 1.500 2.000 2.500 
IHIL t\ TI HI' 11<1 100'.1 1U06.~ 1 u13. 0 1026.7 10'+0. 6 10511.6 10611.1'. 1102.8 11-'6,11 1169.2 
wALL TU,P (J\l ??(1).1 ?312.6 ?-'6~.~ 21121,b 2'+:>6 •. ' 21173.1 21182.6 ""90." 211':13.11 211911.5 
1'10LL Ff'ACTTIW 
IIUL~. s"rrIES 
112 . n .. 13 .7611:!7 .761116 .763911 ,7fi.H3 .76351 .76330 .76278 .762i!6 .76176 
02 .!.o?13 .20235 .201&0 .2001i! .1"111&11 .19718 .19573 .19217 .188b8 .18525 
C3fi>1 ,032'+11 .0.'1237 .03222 .0-'19i! .03163 .0313" .03105 .03035 .029b5 .02897 
HlO ,00019 .01l05/l .00115 .00230 .003'+3 .001155 .00567 .008111 .011U9 .01372 




112 .7'+n.H ,711031 .7'4031 .7"031 .711U-'1 .7"031 .711031 .711031 .7110.H .7"031 
oi! .u39~5 .03925 .03'.125 .03925 .03925 .03925 .03925 .03925 .039i!5 .03925 
C3tll' .uoono .00000 .00000 .ouooo .00"00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOUO .00000 
ti20 • 1 <!:>'fb • 12!)':I6 .12,,':17 .12597 .125':17 .12597 .12597 .12597 .125':17 .1 2597 
CU2 .lJ"J"47 .09'+117 .0':1 .... 7 .09 .... 7 .09"~7 .0~""7 .09 .. 117 .0911117 .0911'f7 .09""7 
LOIIJ. ~"lT 
T I: I'll , It<l 11)11l!.0'1 \UOO.UlI 1 11 00.00 1000.00 10un.oo 1000.UO 1000.UO 1000.011 1000.00 lUOO.OO 
Cunl.~NT TII"[ 
f':''1I'" (~ 1 .0 I .uo .ou .00 .llll .00 .00 .00 .Ou .00 
IILnl U .. -';S Til 
If'')fJL,'rn l ( .. I /':) .~·)1'.-'111:> • 4'fl ()-nfl.~ .<'Uho_on, '''29~-IIIJl ."j<lll-l!(ll ,"""'1-0111 ... " 77-0111 '1l2!> .1128 .11211 
~x I nL IlIS1 MICE ALO~,G 1'10"101 I1tc . CYLIlIollrH 011 PLA1E S 1 Ct, 1 
3.000 j.500 '+.000 ~.~OO ~.uno 6.000 6.500 7.000 8.00n ':1.000 
'CULt'> 11 ~p IKI 1;;>01." 1232.5 12b3.1 12':13.0 1.~22 ... 1378.6 1 .. 0b.' 1"33." 1"85.6 1536.3 
WALL 1EMP CKI 2'+";I5.n 24'.1~.3 2'+':1~.6 2'+96.'+ 2"'.17.1 24':111.2 2"':17.5 21198.3 2"':19.8 2500.3 
HOLl FHAClI O~I 
tWL" SPECIES 
N2 .7(,127 .7607A .76031 • 7598 11 .7~'139 .75851 .75808 .75765 .756113 .756011 
02 .1111':10 .171161 .17538 .17221 .16'Hl .1631'1 .16019 .15730 .151'2 .1'1630 
C3HA .028 j1 .02766 .02701 .0265':1 .02577 .02'159 .02'100 .023113 .022j2 .0212'1 
H2O .J16·'0 .01883 .02131 .02j75 .02613 .03072 .03299 .03521 .05950 .0,+367 




,,2 .740n .7 .. 031 .7'1031 .7"031 .7'1u31 .711031 .711031 .7'+031 .7'+O.H .711031 
02 .03':125 .03':125 .03925 .03925 .011925 .03925 .03925 .03925 .03925 .03925 
C3H~ .OOO~U .OOUOO .00000 .00000 .oouoo .00000 .00000 .00000 .ooouo .00000 
H2O .1;>~':l7 .125':17 .125':17 .12597 .125':17 .12597 .12597 .12597 .125';17 .12597 
CO2 .0':1 .... 7 .09 .... 7 .09 .... 7 .0':1 .... 7 .09'+ .. 7 .09 .... 7 .09'1'17 .09"'17 .09'1'+7 .09'1117 
COCLII'Il 
n.!"t-' 11\ 1 \Oun.OII 101l0.UO 1UOO.00 100ll.00 10UO.OU 1000.00 11100.00 1000.00 1000.0U 1000.00 
CUPl.IIN1 1111'£ 
lEMI' IK 1 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .ou .00 
11(/\ 1 LOSS 10 
COOLAN1 (c~L/S I .1129 .112'1 .1129 .1150 .1130 .2262 .1131 .1131 .2265 .2266 
I4X I"L IJI S T ~lIcr /lLUr.G MONULITH . CYL INUEH Oil f'lI\T[ S Ctl'll 
10.0UU 11.000 12.000 13.0UO 1'I.00u 15.000 16.000 18.000 20.000 
tluLK IFMP IK 1 1585.6 16 ~4. 0 Iblll.7 1729.0 1716.3 182.3.9 1872.0 1963.5 20~5.1 
WIILl Tf"P IKI 2~UO.' .!~1I1.2 2 50 1." 2502.0 2502.6 2~03.3 250".2 2505.0 2,+19.3 
MULL FRACTION 
WlK SPECIES 
N2 .15~26 .75"~0 .7537~ .752'.19 .75~25 .751 .. 9 .75073 .711928 .711719 
U2 .h1ul .13581 .13068 .12559 .12049 .U536 .11017 .100.B .09015 
C3HfI .02019 .01916 .01815 .0171.5 .01612 .U1510 .01'+08 .01212 .01010 
!i20 .047 13 • 051 7 3 .05561 • 0~959 .U63:'1 .067 .. 5 .07111 .. .07903 .08611 .. 




N2 .1"CI.n .7"031 .7"031 .7"031 .7"u.H .7"031 .7"031 .7 .. 031 • 7"0-H 
02 .03':125 .03925 .03'.125 .03925 .03925 .03925 .03925 .03925 .03925 
Cjlll' .UOIIOU .oonoo .00000 .ouooo .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
H?O .125':17 .125'0 .125'.17 ,12597 .125'H .12597 .12597 .12597 .125':17 
r.n;> .09Q 4 S .094"6 .09 .... 8 .09 .... 8 .09 .... /1 .09 .... 8 .09 .... /1 .09 .... 8 .09""8 
COI,I. iI'~l 
lE. ... ,· 1"1 luou.un lI1UO.OO lI1UO.OO 1000.00 tnuo.oo 1000.00 1000.uO 1000.00 1000.0U 
CO(Il,VIl lllfOF' 
II.'W (KI .0'1 .on .00 .011 .OU .00 .00 .00 .OU 
IIL"I 1(";'; ll1 





SAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 3 
NONADIABATIC FLAT PLATE REACTOR (STAINLESS STEEL) 
This problem represents a semi-infinite stream of a fuel/air mixture passing over one 
side of a catalytic flat plate. A flow of coolant (air) flows over the other side. 






~ = 0.8 2 
m = 0.3574 g/cm -s 
Tin = 1000K 
P = 1 x 105 Pa 
Coolant: Air 
Bulk temperature 
Heat transfer coefficient 
Geometry: Plate thickness 
Initial noncatalytic length 
Tc = 1000K 
hc = 1.51 x 10-4 cal/cm2-s-K 
t = 0.3175 cm 
£0 = 30.5 cm 
(J1 
C'I 
SAMPLE PROBLEM B2-FLAT PLATE EQUIVALENCE RATIO' O.B 
5 1& 15 1 1 1 a 
1.0 0.A7 1.0 0.055 
0.3!17" 1000. 1. 
1000. 1000. 
0.0 10. 20. 30.5 
30.55 30.75 . n. 31.5 
1800. 1800. leaD. 1800. 
1800. 1800. 1800. 1800. 
o 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.000151 0.000151 0.000151 0.000151 
0.0001S1 0.000151 0.000151 0.000151 
.3175 
N2 .7&" .71101 1.031175 
02 .203 .03911 1.100115 
C3H8 ~0325 5. £_051.2758 
H2O 1.0 £-10 .12& .811110&9 
CO2 1.0 £-10 .09115 1.27 .. 11& 
2 1 
C3HR 02 02 H2O CO2 
1.0 1.0 
C3H8 02 H2O CO2 
1.0 
0.8 
30.51 30.52 30.53 30.5" 
32 • 32.5 33. 3 ... 
lAOO. If\QO. 11100. 1800. 
180 U• 1800. 1800. 1800. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.nOO151 0.000151 0.on0151 O.OOOlSl 
0.000151 0.000151 0.000151 0.000151 
1.7 E+13 21.0 
-'l.O &+.0 3.0 
1.1 E+09 O. 17.0 
-5.0 11.0 3.0 
SAMPLE PROBLEM B2-FLAT PLATE EQUIVALENCE RATIO' 0.8 
• tNTEGRAL PA~AMETERS • 
IS I NUMH[R·O~ SPECIES 
NL I GHID POINTS I 
NIT I NUMBER O~ OVERALL ITERATIONS 
IlOSS I HEAT LOSS OPTION I 
IGEOM I PROHLEM GEOMETRY OPTION I 
ICOEFF I Hl~T TRANSFER INPUT OPTION 
KR7 I PRINT OPTION I 















• •• REACTOR DATA ••• 
FeR CYLINDER COOLED EXTERNALLY OR FLAT PLATE PROBLEM 
T~ICKNESS OF CyLINDER OR 
THICKNESS OF PLATE = .317 ICMI 
U'1 ~ INLET TEMpERATURE =1000.00 IKI 
pRESSURE = 1.00 IATI., 
= .357+00 IG/S. ,USS flOW RATE 
CONDUCTIVITY 
£1' ISSIVITY 
= .550-01 ICAL/S-CM-KI 





GRIn POINTS CHOSEN lSI 
.0000 10.00 20.00 
••• 




INIT IAL GUESSED WAll TEMPERATURES ilL! 
1AOO. 1800. 1800. l~OQ. 








30.53 30.5'+ 30.55 30.7:' 
1800. 11100. 1800. 1800. 
U'1 
(X) 
• •• COOLANT PHOP[HTIES ••• 
COOLANT 
r~LET T[MPE~ATUR[ = .00 110 
PRESSUHE = .00 IATMI 
"'ASS FLOW PATE = .000 IGISI 
APPROACH VELOCITY = 
.00 IC"'/SI 
"'CLECULAR WEIGHT = .on 
FOR COOLANT TUAEr 
TUBE DIAMETER 
.00 It" I 
TLSE THICKNESS 
.317 IC'" 
CCNDUCUIIIY .550-01 ICAL/S-CM-KI 
CENTER TO CENTER DISTANCE ITUBE RANKI = 
DISTANCE BETWEEN MONOLITH AND TUBE AANK • 














ICAL/G-MOLE - KI 
ICAL/G-"OLE - K •• 21 
ICAL-K/G-MLEI 
VISCOSITY PARAMETERS 
SIGMA = .000 rAI 
ElK = .000 IKI 
.OU ICI'II 
.OOU ICMI 
ICAL/G-MOLE - KI 
U'I 
1.0 
• SprCIES INITIAL MOLr FHACTIONS.FIRST r.UESSES.ANU DI~FUSION FACTOHS • 
SPECIE ALPF AU'l DIFFUSION FACTOH 
N2 .76"+00 .7"0+00 1. !I 3" 7 
02 .0103+00 .3~"-01 1.100" 
C3H'I .325-01 .5UO-O'l 1.27~P, 
H<!O .100-0"! .126+00 .11 .... 1 
CO2 .1UO-0~ ."'''5-01 1.27'15 
0'\ 
o 
• THEP~OCHE~I~TRY DATA • 
CURVE FIT OF OATA IN FOR~ CP:RB+RCeT+RO/IT.T' I CALli MOLE.IO 
HF ICIIL/l'Oll HICAL/~OL' Fit! RC Rn SlCAL/~OL/K' 
N2 211.000 
.7'1000.00 .23'.1'13+05 .U3'.11+01 .16,+15-02 .2'.1727+05 .6'+5"8+02 
.79000.00 .221118+05 .630 .. 9.01 .23357-03 -.721106+06 .637711+02 
02 .52.000 
.00000 • 255"1+05 .670 .... +01 .16795-02 -.19"19+0!> .66908+02 
.ooono .23"50+05 .60725+01 .50513-03 -.21319+06 .67976+02 
H2O 18.000 
-.57796+05 .31716+05 .611290+01 .29575-02 .278"3+05 • 69022+02 
-.57798+05 .30.5U3+05 .'.19698+01 .1277 .. -02 -.1"328+07 .66"63+02 
CO2 ..... 000 
-.'J .. 05 .. +05 ."1 .. 38.05 .'.15778+01 .36020-02 -.1638'.1+06 .81'.197.02 
-.'J .. 05 .. +05 .36573+05 .13972+02 .38 .... 9-03 -.13"12+07 • 7'J867+02 
C3H8 ..... 000 
-.2'1820+05 .12785+06 .32U90+02 • 11'J26-01 -.20372+07 .15567+03 
-.2'1820+05 .127115+06 .320'J0+02 • 11'J28-01 -.20372+07 .15567+03 
TUIK' NAME 
300. 1000. N2 
1000. 2500. N2 
300 • 1000. 02 
1000. 2500. 02 
300 • 1000. H2O 
1000. 25uO • H2O 
300. 1000 • CO2 
1000. ?50n • CO2 
300. 2500 • C3H8 






• KIN[Tlf ~lACTlnN DATA. 
TOTAL NU~AER OF REACTIONS 2 
NU~RER OF GAS PHASE ~EAC110NS 1 
REACTION 
GAS 5.0 U2 + 1.0 C3H8--=~.0 H2O + 3.0 CO2 
SURF !I.O 02 + 1.0 C3He--=~.0 H2O + 3.U CO2 



















































AX IAL o I STANCE ALONe. .. ONOLITH . CYLIND[K OK PLATE S C C'" 
10.000 20.000 .30.!i00 30.510 30.~?0 30.530 .50.5'+0 30.550 .50.75u 31.000 
BULK TEP'IP CKI 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 100n.0 1000.U 1000.0 
WALL TE"P IKI 988.7 988.7 1006.8 1763.5 1762.2 1758.2 1751.& 17'+2.3 16'+&.:> 1516.'+ 
PIOLE FRACTIO~ 
BULK SPECIES 
N2 .7&'+00 .7&'+00 .7&"00 .7&"00 .7&"00 .7&"00 .7&"00 .7&"00 .7&'+00 .7&"00 
02 .20300 .20300 .20300 .20300 .2U.500 .20300 .20.300 .20300 .20.500 .010300 
C3H8 .03250 .03250 .03250 .03250 .03250 .03250 .03250 .03250 .03250 .03250 
H2O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOUOO .00000 
0'1 CO2 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
W 
WALL SPEC IES 
N2 .76"38 .76"38 .7f."38 .7"031 .7"031 .7"031 .7"031 .7"031 .7 .. U31 .7"031 
02 .20.510 .20310 .20310 .0392" .03924 .0392" .03924 .0392" .0392" .03924 
C3H8 .03252 .03252 .03252 .00000 .0noOo .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOUOO .00000 
H2O .00000 .00000 .00000 .12597 .12597 .12597 .12597 .12597 .12~97 .12597 
CO2 .00000 .00000 .00000 .09 .... 8 .09 .... 8 .09 .... 11 .09 .... 8 .09 .... 11 .09 .... 8 
.09""8 
COOLANT 
TEI1P IKI .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
HEAT lOSS TO 
COULANT (rAllS I 1.'193 1 ... 93 1.5~& .26&.5-02 .26bl-u2 .2(,55-02 .26'15-02 .26.H-02 ."972-01 .5 / ;>"-01 
AXIIIL DrSTANCE ALONG ~OhnLITH • CYLINOEH Illl PLIIT[ S let'll 
31.500 32.000 32.500 33.000 .5'+.000 
BULK TEI'IP 11<1 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 
WALL TEI'IP IK) 1366.3 125,+.1 1188.6 1150.6 1120.0 
I'IOLE FRACTIO/\ 
BULK SPECIES 
N2 .76'100 .76'+00 .76'100 .76'100 .76'100 
02 .20300 .20300 .20300 .20300 .20300 
C3H8 .03250 .03250 .03250 .03250 .03250 
H2O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
en CO2 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
~ 
WALL SPECIES 
N2 .7'+031 .7'+031 .7'1031 .7'+031 .7'1031 
02 .03':12'+ .0392'1 .03~2'1 .0392'+ .0"925 
C3H8 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
P,20 .12597 .12!\97 .12597 .12597 .12597 
CO2 .09'+'18 .09'+'16 .09'+'IA .09,+,,8 .0'1,+,,8 
COOLANT 
TEI'IP IK) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
HEAT LOSS TO 
COOLANT ICALlS) .1032 .9"68-01 .8':17"-01 .8h87-01 .1691 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IlEHATIONS = 15 T[I'IP n,HOR = .IAOSS-O;> 
m 
U'1 
SAMPLE PROBLEM NO.4 
COANNULAR TUBES 
Description: In this problem, a coolant passes axially through the ID of the inner tube and a fuel/air 
mixture passes axially and in the same direction in the annulus formed by the coannu1ar 
tubes. The outer surface of the larger tube is adiabatic and the inner surface is cata-















Coolant tube conductivity 
Coolant tube thickness 
Coolant tube outside dia. 




rt> = 0.8 2 
m = 1.045 gm/cm -s 
Tin = 866K 
P = 1 x 105 Pa 
Vt = 3000 cm/s 
me = 2.046 g/s 
T· = 294K P~ = 1 x 105 Pa 
M = 28.84 g/mo1e 
kT = 0.055 eal/s-em-K 
Dr = 0.05 em 
DT = 0.925 em 
DTub = 1. 70 cm 
t = 61 em 
tl = 5 em 
t2 = 50 em 
SAMPLE PROBLEM O-COANNUlAR TUBE EQUIVALENCE RATIO' O.S 
5 211 5 0 2 0 0 
1.51175 0.117 1.702 0.055 0.11 
1.0"5 1166. 1.0 
1166.0 -1.0 
0.0 2.5 5.0 5.1 5.2 5.3 5." 5.5 5.75 ,. 6.5 7. II. 10. 12. 15. 20. 25. 30. 55. "D. "5. 50. 50.11 51. 55. 60. 61. 
1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 1700. 
o 0 0 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 a 0 000 
3000. 2.0"6 29". 1.0 211.11" 
0.055 0.05 0.925 1. 1. 




-11150". H2 .. " .. .7"01 1.03'175 
02 .203 
.039" 1.100"5 
C3HII .0325 5. [-051.27511 
H2O 1.0 [-10 .126 .11""069 
CO2 1.0 E-l0 .09"5 1.27""6 
2 1 0'1 C3HII 02 C3He 02 H2O CO2 ... 1 E.' "0.'1 0'1 
.25 1.0" 
-.75 -3." II. 3.0 C3HII 02 H2O CO2 1.1 [.09 O. 11.' 1.0 
-5.0 ".0 3.0 
SAMPLE PROBLEM O-COANNUALR TUBE EOUIVALENCE RATIO' 0.8 
• INTEGRAL PARAMETERS • 
IS ( NUM~ER OF SPECIES I : ~ 
NL ( GRID POINTS I : 211 
NIT ( NUMBER OF OVERALL ITERATIONS : ~ 
ILOSS ( HEAT LOSS OPTION I : 0 
IGEOM ( PRO~LE" GEOMETRY OPTION I z 2 
ICOEFF I HEAT TRANSFER INPUT OPTION : 0 
KR7 I PRINT OPTION I • 0 
• NONI~TE'RAL PARAMETERS • 
• •• REACTOR OATA ••• 
MONOLITH HONEYCOMB CATALYTIC 
NUMBER OF TUBES • 
VOIO FRACTION • 
DIAMETER OF COMBUSTOR • 






I~LET TEMPERATURE • 11",00 (KI 
~ PRESSURE .. 1,00 (ATMI 
• ,10~+01 (6/SI ~ "ASS FLOW RATE 
CONDUCTIVITY 
EI'ISSIVITY 
• .550-01 ICAL/S-CM-KI 





GRID POINTS CHOSEN lSI 
.0000 2,~00 5,000 
6,~00 7,000 11.000 





INITIAL ~UESSED WALL TEMPERATURES ITLI 
1700, 1700, 1700. 1700, 
1700, 1700, 1700. 1700, 







5,"00 5,~00 5,750 6,000 
20.00 2~,OO 30,00 35.00 
60,00 61,00 
1700. 1700, 1700, 1700, 








"ASS FLO~ RATE 
APPROACH VELOCITY 
~CLECULAR WEIGHT 
FOR COOLANT TUBEI 
II 2'J1j.00 IKI 
.. 1.00 IAT'" 
= .2U5+01 IGIS I 
&3000.00 ICI'I/SI 
& 28.8 .. 
TlaE UIA~ETER & 
.92 IC'" 
.050 ICI'II T~BE THICKNESS & 
CONDUCTIVIY .. .550-01 ICAL/S-CI'I-KI 







HEAT CAPACITY CPH .. C1 + C2 • T + C3 I Tee2 
C1 II .'90+01 ICAL/G-I'IOLE - KI 
C2. .920-03 ICAL/6-I'IOLE - K.e21 
C3.. -.185+05 ICAL-K/6-IIOLEI 
VISCOSITY PARAIIETERS 
SIGI'IA" 3.711 IAI 
ElK .. 18.'00 IKI 
ICAL/G-I'IOLE - KI 
CJ'\ 
1.0 
• SPECIES INITIAL "OLE FRACTIONS,FIRST GUlSSES,AND DIFFUSION FACTORS. 
SPECIE ALPF ALP[ DIFFUSION FACTOR 
N2 .1'"+00 .1110+00 1.03'11 
02 .203+00 .3711-01 1.100'1 
C5H8 .52~-01 .500-0'1 1.«158 
H2O .100-07 .10!6+00 .11 .... 1 
CO2 .100-07 ."'''5-01 1.27115 
-...J 
o 
• THEHMOCHtMISTRY DATA. 
CURVE FIT OF DATA IN FOR" CP=R~+~C.T+HD/IT.T' I CALli "OLE*K. 
HF ICAL/~OL' HICAL/"OL. RI3 RC HU SICAL/MOL/K. 
N2 28.000 
.79000+00 .23'.1'.1.5+0~ .61.591+01 .16 .. 15-02 .2'.1721+05 .6 .. 5 .. "+02 
.7':10UO+OU .22188+05 • 83u"'.I+ul .23357-03 •• 1280&+06 .6.H7"+U2 
02 ",2.000 
.00000 • 25!1"1+05 • 670 .... +01 .16795-02 •• 1'''19+05 .68'.108+02 
.00000 • 23"!l0+05 .80725+01 .50513-03 •• 21319+0~ .67'.176+02 
H2O 18.000 
·.57798+05 • 31116+05 .682'.10+01 .29575-02 .278""'05 .6'.1022+02 
·.577'.18+05 • .50",U3+05 .996'.18+01 .127711-02 -.1 .. 328+07 .68"63+112 
CO2 ..... 000 
-.9 .. 05 .. +05 '''1''38+05 .'.15778+01 .36020-02 -.1638'.1+06 .81''.17+02 
-.9 .. 05 .. +05 • .5~!l73+05 .13'72+02 .38 .... '-03 -.13 .. 12+07 • 7'8~7+02 
C3H8 ..... 000 
-.2"820+05 .10888+06 .32U90+U2 • 11'28-01 -.20372+07 .15'''0+113 
-.2"820+05 .10118+06 .32U,0+1I2 • 11'21-01 -.20372+07 .15'''0+113 
TUIIC' NAME 
300. 1000. N2 
1000 • 2500. N2 
300 • 1000 • 02 
1000. 2500 • 02 
.500. 1000 • H2O 
1000. 2500. H2O 
300 • 1000. CO2 
1000. 2500 • CO2 
300. 2500 • C3HI 
2500. 60UO • e3MI 
• KINETIC REACTION DATA. 
TOTAL NU~~ER OF REACTIONS 2 
NU~BER OF GAS PHASE REACTIONS 1 
II REACTION PRE EXP FACTOR TEIIP EIP ACTIVATION 
IMLE-CII-Sl IKCAL/MLEI 
1 GAS 5.0 02 + 1.0 C3HB--=~.0 H2O + 3.0 CO2 ."100+010 .000 '10.'100 
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AXIAL DISTANCE ALONG MONOLITH • CYLINDER OR PLATE S ICPII 
2.500 5.000 5.100 5.200 5.500 5."00 5.500 5.750 '.000 6.500 
BULII TEIIP IKI 6 .. 3.3 8 ....... 8"8.3 852.6 857.0 81'1.5 866.0 877.1 817.5 90'." 
WALL TEIIP (K I 810.8 '36.9 1511.2 1555.3 1583.8 1596.9 15'::1".9 1579.1 1557.5 1525." 
IIOLE FRACTIO,. 
BULK SPECIES 
li2 .7' .. 5 .. .76"3" .76"5" .76 .. 21 .76"09 .76397 .76585 .76556 .76327 .16273 
02 .20279 .20279 .20279 .201911 .20111 .20029 .199 .. 7 • 19T1t9 ,19555 .19117 
C3H8 
.OU'" .032 .. 5 .052"5 .0322' .03212 .051" .05180 .031"0 ,03102 .03029 
H2O .0002 .. .0002 .. .0002 .. .00089 .OU153 .00216 .00279 .00 ... 52 ,00580 .00"3 
'-I CO2 .00018 .00018 .00018 .000,7 .00115 .001'2 .00209 .0032 .. .00"35 .00, .. 8 
w 
WALL SPECIES 
li2 .7' .. 3 .. .76"5" .7'''5'' .714031 .711031 .7 .. 051 .7 .. 051 .7"051 .7 .. 051 • H03t 
02 .20279 .20279 .20279 .03925 .03925 .03925 .05925 .05925 .03'25 .03925 
C3H8 .032 .. , .032/j5 .052"5 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
H2O .0002 .. .Q002" .0002/j .12591 .12597 .12597 .12597 .12597 .12597 .12597 
CO2 .00018 .00018 .00018 .09 .... 8 .09 .... 8 .09 .... 8 .09 .... 8 .09 .... 8 .0,1I/j8 .09 .... 8 
COOLANT 
TEIIP 1111 3U.07 328.73 32'.8& 531.06 332."5 353.6" 33".97 338.5" 5"2.07 3 .. 9.23 
COULANT TUBE 
TEIIP (KI 653.51 696.86 '36.'H 985.20 lU21."3 10"6.89 1063.20 1119.01 1120.8 8 11 ..... 12 
HEAT LOSS TO 
COULANT (rAllS I 11."2'1 8.7&5 .5600 .6023 .6331 .6539 .&&61 1.781 1.766 ".583 
AXIAL DISTANCE ALONG MONOLITH • CYLINDEH OR PLATE S ICPII 
7.000 II.OUO 10.000 12.000 1!>.000 20.00U 25.000 30.000 ~!>.oou "O.UOO 
BULK TEI'IP III I 'J25 ... 951.9 99".0 1U2b.1 1U59.2 1102." 11211.5 11"3.1 11"9.~ 11 .. 11.9 
WALL TEI'IP 1111 1"98." 1"59.9 1"11." 1375.5 1331.1 127f •• 3 1230.6 119U.5 115 ..... 1121.2 
"OLE FRACTIO" 
BuLK SPECIES 
N2 .76222 .76127 .75966 .751125 .756"11 .75"16 .75225 .75066 .7 .. ..,32 .7 .. 818 
02 .1111136 .11119" .17095 .16136 .1 .. 930 .133 .. 9 .1205" .10970 .1005' .092111 
C5HII .0295' .021152 .0261 .. .02 .. 23 .02111" .01870 .01613 .015'11 • o Iii! 17 .01065 
H2O .01135 .01627 .02 .. 72 .0320' .0 .. 136 .05351 .063 .. 7 .07180 .07883 .011"7' 




N2 ,7"051 .7 .. 031 .7 .. 051 .7 .. 051 .7 .. U31 .7"031 .7 .. 031 .7 .. 031 .7 .. 051 .7't031 
02 .05925 .05'25 .03'25 .03925 .05925 .05925 .03925 .03925 .05925 .05925 
C5H8 .00000 .oooou .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
H2O .12597 .12597 .12597 .12597 .12597 .12597 .12597 .12597 • 12!>97 .125'7 
CO2 .0·.,.. .. 8 .0' .... 8 .09 .... 8 .09 .... 11 .09 .... 11 .09 .... 11 .09 .... 8 .0' .... 11 .09 .... 8 .0,.. .. 8 
COOLANT 
TEI'IP IKI 356.10 369."3 39".18 .. 16.66 .... 6.92 .. 5 ... 09 .... 0.96 .. 67.55 "73.88 .7'.95 
COULANT TUBE 
T[I'IP IKI 1129 ..... 1129.8. 1117.0" 1101.89 108 ... 102 1212.99 1180.56 1150.90 1125.13 10'6.77 
H[AT LOSS TO 
COOLANT ICALISI 3 ..... 5 6.700 12."7 11.3' 15.'11 3.670 5.52" 5.386 3.25~ 3.123 
AXIAL DISTANCE: ALONG "ONOlITH • CYLINDER OR PLATE S ICP1I 
"5.000 50.000 50.800 51.000 55.000 '0.000 61.000 
lULl< TEI'IP (1<1 11 .. 3.3 1133.6 1130.9 1130.0 1103.U 10"." 10'2.6 
WAll TEI'IP (1<1 10'0.5 1061 ... 1032." "8.1 88'.1 852." 858.'1 
..aLE FRACTIOh 
BULl< SPECIES 
N2 .7 .. 721 .7'1'''0 .7"'27 .7"'27 .7"'22 .7"'17 .7'1'17 
02 .08'2'1 .08067 .07'81 .07979 .079 .. 5 .07'16 .07'13 
C3H8 .00'33 .00822 .00805 .00805 .00798 .00792 .00791 
H2O .08'8'1 .09 .. 12 .09 .. 711 .09 .. 110 .0950' .095211 .09531 
'-I CO2 .067311 .0705' .0710, .071111 . ° '130 .071'16 .071'111 
(J'I 
WALL SPECIES 
HZ .7'1051 .7"031 .7 .. 031 .7"'27 .7"'22 .7 .. 617 .7"'17 
02 .03925 .oa925 .0392S .0797' .079,,!! .07'16 .07913 
C3H8 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0080!! .007'8 .007'2 .007'1 
H2O • 12!!97 • 12!!'7 .12597 .09 .. 80 .0'50' .0'5211 .0'531 
CO2 .09 .... 8 .0' .... 11 .0' .... 8 .07110 .07130 .071 .. 6 .071 .. 11 
COULANT 
TEI'IP (I< I '1115.77 "91.33 "92.16 "'2.35 .. 95.152 .. 9'.81 !!OO.58 
COUlANT TUBE 
TEI'IP (K I 1071.'2 10"6.'J1 100,.07 '5'.'1 '2".511 892.'2 876.'3 
HEAT LOSS TO 
COULANT ICAl/SI 2.9'6 2.868 ... 308 .'7 .. 8-01 1.7'0 2.062 .a'7 .. 
"-J 
~ 
SAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 5 
CYLINDRICAL REACTOR (CERAMIC), ASSIGNED BED TEMPERATURE 
Description: This problem represents a fuel air mixture flow in a catalytic ceramic tube with no 
heat loss to the environment, and the catalyst bed temperature is assigned at 1200K. 










<p = 0.2 
In = 0.0394 g/s 
Tin = BOOK 
P = 3 x 105 Pa 
DTub = 0.32 cm 
1 = 2.0 cm 
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CUkV[ Fir OF UATA 






• oouoo .23"!>Uolln~ 
H2O 16.0011 
-.:>77ill,U05 • -,171/,+u05 




C3'III ..... 000 
-.2"1120.005 • lU888+U06 
-.211820.00~ .1 0 a8t1+006 
TlllRMOCrll!'llSTRY OATA * 
J~ FORM CP=R~ORC.ToHO/eT*T' eCAlIIMOl[*K' 
HE! RC HU seCAl/HOl/K' TUCK' NAHE 
.613'31+001 .1E,~15-002 .29 7270005 .£.~5"8+002 300. 1000. N2 
.830 .. 90001 .23357-003 -.7':80£.0006 .£.377"+002 1000. 2500. N2 
• 670 ..... 001 .16195-002 -.19'+190005 ."8908+002 300 • 1000. 02 
.1107250001 .50513-003 -.21-'190006 .£.7976+002 10UO • 2500. 02 
./,829uoou1 .29575-002 .276'+30005 ."'1u220002 300. 1000 • H2O 
.':1':169800\11 .1277 .. -002 -.1'1328+U07 • &6'+630002 1 00 0 • 2500 • H2O 
.':15778+001 .36020-002 -.16389+U06 .81997+002 300. 1000. CO2 
.1397200U2 .38"'19-003 -.13'1120U07 .79867+002 1000. 2500. CO2 
.3209UoO\l2 .119211-001 -.20-'72+U07 .15':1 .. UoU03 300 • 2500. C3H8 
.32U'300002 .11928-001 -.20-'72+007 .159'10+003 2500. 6000. C3He 
Z\oJ 00 
O...J 00 
_0 ... 0 
... '" "'''' ...... 
>...J Or-
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u 00 
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AXIAL (JISTANCE ALONG MONOLITH, CYLINOEM OM PLATE S (CM' 
,U5U .100 .150 .200 .250 .300 .350 .,+00 .'+50 .500 
UULK TlMf' (K' 1113." 823.2 831,3 1138.'+ 8 ..... 11 850.7 1156.2 861.'+ 866.3 870.9 
WALL TEMP (K, 1200.0 1200.0 1~00.0 1200.0 12UO.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 
MOLt. FhACTlON 
HULK SPt:CIES 
N2 .78~1'1 .711299 .78287 .78276 .78266 .711257 .782 .. 9 .782'11 .782.53 .78226 
02 .206"18 .206 00 .20518 .20'+'+6 .20382 .20322 .&!0266 .2021'+ .2016'+ .20116 
C3H8 .00807 .00788 .00772 .OU758 .007'+6 .0073'+ .00723 .00713 .007U3 .006''+ 
H2O .0010" .00179 .002'+2 .00297 .003"7 .00393 .00'+35 .00'+ 76 .0051'+ .00550 




N2 .77687 .776117 ,77&87 .77687 ,77687 .77687 .77687 .77687 .776H7 .77687 
02 .16~31 .16531 .16531 .16530 .165.50 .16530 .16530 .16530 .165.50 .16530 
C3HII .UOIIOO ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOU .OOOUO .00000 
H2O .03.511" .0330'+ .0330'+ .0.5.50'+ .033U" .0330'+ .0330'1 .0330'1 .033U'I .0.530'1 
CO2 .02'178 .02"7!! ,02"78 .02'178 .02'+78 ,U2'+78 .02'178 .02'178 ,02'+78 ,02'178 
AxIAL U!STIINCE ALO,"(' I1MIOLllf. . CHINDEI< 01< PLATE S (C I"ol 
.750 1.noO 1.500 1.750 
hULK TlI1P (~, 690.~ 907.2 9j5.3 9'+8.'+ 
WALL TEMP (K, 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 
MOlt Ffi AC TJ O'J 
I1ULK SPEC!fS 
'J2 .7Al'!6 .78170 .78127 .76106 
02 .1991':1 .1971111 .19,+53 .1'.1317 
C3HII .00b~6 .00622 .0056& .OU5'+0 
11;>0 .00702 .00836 .0105':1 .011611 




N2 .17&87 .77687 .77687 .77687 
02 .16~jO .16530 .16530 .16530 
C3HII .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
H2O .U3jnll .0330'+ .0330'+ .0330'+ 
CO2 .U2'+76 .021178 .021176 .021178 
co 
-"" 
SAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 6 
CATALYTIC REACTOR WITH UP- AND DOWNSTREAM HEAT EXCHANGER 
Description: In this problem, two banks of heat exchanger tubes are located up- and downstream of 
a monolith catalytic reactor to remove radiant heat transmitted from the reactor. 
Additionally, convective heat transfer between the reactive gas and the coolant is 
also permitted when the reactive gas flows pass the tube banks. 
Fuel: Propane/air 
Equivalence ratio <p = 0.8 
Mixture flowrate m = 5.75 g/s 
Preheat temperature Tin = 644K 
Pressure P = 1 x 105 Pa 
Coolant: Hydrogen 
Inlet temperature r = 700K 
Pressure ~ = 100 x 105 Pa 
Flowrate mc=1.19g/s 
Geometry: Reactor diameter D = 5.00 cm 
Reactor length R. = 5.75 cm 
Void fraction VF = 0.87 
Cell diameter Drub = 0.32 cm 
Coolant tube diameter dc = 0.70 cm 
Coolant tube thickness tc = 0.06 cm 
Coolant tube bank center 
to center distance ~d = 0.80 cm 
SAMPlL PKOl:ll[M [- ~,or~OlITH HLrWU.N fiLAT lXCHMIGEKS 
:, <'2 3 a 3 a a 
11.3175 0.87 5.0 0.0005 0.8 
!>.75 .:,~~. 1.0 
7 '10. 1000. 
o.n 0.02 O.O~ 0.0':' 0.08 o.ln 0.15 0.20 
0.2~ 0.30 O.~O 0.50 0.70 1.0 1.5 2.0 
2.5 3. 3.5 ~. ~.5 5.25 
1/:100. 1800. 1800. 1800. 1800. 1800. 1800. 1800. 
1IlOO. 1800. 1800. 1800. 11100. 1800. 1800. 1800. 
11\00. 11100. 1800. 1800. 1800. 1800. 1800. 1800. 
1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
ll~3. 1.185 700. 100. 2. 
n.055 0.065 0.7 0.8 • 0.1 
&13, 1073. 0.000756 0,00108 
2.827 59.7 6.52 0.00078 12000.0 
N2 .76" .7"01 1.03 .. 75 
02 .203 .039" l,IUO .. 5 
ClH8 .0325 5. [_051.2758 
H2O 1.0 [-10 ,126 .8 .... 06'1 
Co2 1.0 l-10 .09~5 1.27 .... 6 
2 1 
C3H8 02 C3H8 02 H2O cU2 ".1 [+9 .. 0.61 
.25 1.0" -.75 -3.96".0 3,0 
C3H8 02 H2O CO2 1,1 [+09 0, 17.6 
ex> 1,0 -5.U ".0 3.0 
(.J"1 
co 
SM'I'LE I'HIlHLU1 I. - MONOL ITH I1ETWfEN HEAT lXCHANGEHS 
• INTEGHAL PAHAMETERS • 
IS I NUI"IHlR OF Sl'lCIES 
NL I GRIU PUINTS , 
fliT I NUI"IUfH OF OVERALL ITEHATIONS 
ILOSS I HE_' LOSS OPTION , 
IGEOM I PHOHLEI"I GEOMETRY OPTION , 
ICCEFF I HEAT TR_NSFER INPU' OPTION 
KR7 I PRINT OPTIUN , 








• •• R[ACTOH DATA ••• 
HO~OLITH HONEYCOMB CATALYTIC COMbUSTOR 
NU~I1ER OF T~UES = 5~.~~ 
VOID FRACTION = .810 
UIAI"IETER OF COMHUSTOR = 5.00 ICH, 
EFFECTIVE CELL DIAHETER = .32 IC"' 
0'1 INLET TE"PElhTUH( 
PRESSURE 
= 6 ..... 00 III/ 
= 1.00 fAT"' 
I'1ASS FLUW HATE 
CMDIICTIIIJTY 
EI"IISSIVITY 
••• RESEHVOIR Tfl"ll'ERATURES 
'JI'STflEAI'I = 1011.00 
OO~NSTHEA~ = 1000.0 
GHIO PnINTS CHOSfN IS' 
••• 
.OOf'1f1 .20uu-U01 ."000-001 
... UIlO .500u .1uUU 
... 500 ~.2~0 
= .515+001 IGIS' 
= .~00-003 ICAL/S-C"-K' 
= .80 
.bOOO-OOl .800U-001 .1000+000 
1.UOO 1.5UO 2.000 
INITIAL GUESSEu WALL TEMPERATURES ITU 
1800. 1800. 1800. 1800. 1800. 1I1UO. 
1800. 11:100. 18UO. 18UU. 1800. Ilion. 
Ilion. 
.1500 .2000 .2500 .3000 
2.500 3.000 3.500 ~.OOU 
1110 u • 1800. 1eOO. 1800. 
18UO. 1800. 1800. 1800. 
co 
" 
• •• COULANT PHUPE~IIES ••• 
cnCLA"IT 
II-LlT 1t.Mf'P'ATII~[ = 100.no IK) 
P~ES~U"f = 100.00 (ATM) 
',oSS FI.UW HArE = .119+IJOl (GIS) 
ftP~~UACH VlLOCITY =13j3.00 (CM/S) 
MnLlLULAH WlIGHT = 2.00 
FOH COOLANT 111HE: 
TlJrE IJIAMETl~ 
TUrl THICKNl'iS 
C(1I\lIlICTI V 1Y 
= .70 (CM) 
= .U&~ (CoM) 
= .550-001 (CAL/S-CM-K) 
CF~TEfI TO Cf'JTf.H OISTANCE (TimE HANK) = 
nrSTANCE BETWEEN MONOLITH AND TuBE BANK = 











.h52+001 ICAL/G-MOLE - K) 
.IKO-003 CCAL/G-MOLE - Ko021 
.120+005 CCAL-K/G-MOLEI 
VISCOSITY pAHAMETEHS 
SIGMA = 2.a27 CAl 
ElK = 59.700 CKI 
.flO CCM) 
.100 CCM) 
CCAL/G-MOLE - KI 
(X) 
(X) 
• SPECiES I~ITIAL MOLE FHACTIONS.FIRST GUESSES.AND DIFFUSION FACTORS. 
SPlCIE ALPf ALPl DIFFUSION FACTOR 
r-2 .76'++000 .7110+000 1.03117 
C2 .20~+000 .39"-001 1.100'+ 
C3116 .32!>-U01 .500-00" 1.2158 
".10 .100-009 .126+000 .8 .... 1 
CO2 .10U-009 .9"~-OOl 1.27"5 
(X) 
<.0 
* rH[~~OCHl~lSTHY UATA • 
CUHV[ FIT OF DATA IN FORM CP=RB.~C.T.RU/IT.TI ICAL/II'IOL[*KI 
HF I (ilL IMOLI HICAL/MOLI RR HC HD SI(AL/P\QL/KI 
rl2 211.UOO 
.7'1UUU.00~ .2~~9.HUU~ .61391+0 U 1 .16'415-002 .2'H27+005 .6"5"8+002 
.7':1UUU+00U .22181'+U05 .03U .. 9+UUl .23357-003 -.721106+U06 .6377"+002 
02 32.0011 
.UOOOO .255 .. 1 +005 .670 ..... 0Ul .16795 -0 U2 -.19"19+005 .68908+002 
.UOOOO .2.H51J+00S .8072~+OUl .50513-0U~ -.21~19+006 .67976+002 
H2O 111.000 
-.577':It\+005 .317lf'+UO~ .682':1u+OUl .29575-002 .2711"3+005 .69022+002 
-.577911 +005 .3U3U3+UU5 .99698+0U1 .1277 .. -0U2 -.1"328+U07 .68'163+002 
(02 ..... 000 
-.'1"05".0(15 ... 1'1311+005 .95778+001 .36020-002 -.16389+006 .81997.002 
-.'1"U5".00~ .3&573+U05 • 13972+ou2 .38 .... 9-0U3 -.13"12.007 .79867+002 
C3H8 ..... 000 
-.2'182U+005 .108811+U06 .32U9U+ou2 .11928-0U1 -.20372+U07 .!59"0+003 
-.2"1I2U+005 .101188+U06 .32U9U+01l2 .11'128-001 -.2u372+007 .159"0+003 
TUIKI NAI'lt:. 
300. 1000. N2 
1000. 2500. N2 
300. 1000. 02 
1000. 2500. 02 
300. 1000. H2O 
1000. 25UO. H2O 
300. 1000 • CO2 
1000. 2500. CO2 
300. 2500. C3H8 
2500. 6000. C3H8 
z.., 00 
O..J 00 

















.. - ~o 
u:n .... 
... • 00 II.E + + 
u 00 
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x: ... N 
90 
nxlllL OISTANCE ALONG 1I0NOLITH . CYLINOEH OH PLATE S (CII) 
.02U .0'+0 .060 .06U .100 .150 .200 .250 .300 .'+00 
HULl< HilI' (K) 663.0 677.7 66'1.9 700.7 710.5 731.1 1'+9.'+ 766.1 781.6 809.3 
WALL TEMP (K I 181".6 1885.5 1698.0 190".'+ 1912.7 1926.8 19'19.5 1969.7 1987.'+ 2009.2 
.. Oll: fRACTION 
SULK SPEC It: S 
1'42 .76'+0.5 .76378 .76356 .763.58 .76321 .76286 .76255 .76227 .76202 .7&157 
02 .20012 .19898 .l'n53 .19625 .19511 .19272 .19063 .18875 .187U2 .183911 
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PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINES 
Brief descriptions of the main program and subroutines are given in 
this section. The code consists of the main program, MAIN1, and eighteen 
subroutines. A cross reference between these routines is given in Table 5-1 
and a simplified flow chart is shown in Figure 5-1. 
5.1 MAINl MAIN PROGRAM 
The main program, MAIN1, has a number of functions and serves as the 
driver for the entire program. Primarily, MAINl initializes some constants 
and reads a variety of input parameters. Subroutines READIN, OBTAIN and 
KINKIN are called by MAINl to read in initial species concentration, thermo-
chemical and kinetic reaction data, respectively. Following this operation, 
the main program loop on grid solution iterations is entered. In this loop, 
space step quantities and terms necessary for the governing equations are 
constructed. The FLAME subroutine is then called to calculate the change in 
concentrations and temperatures due to chemical reactions. Following this 
loop, the solution is checked for convergency, and the loop is repeated until 
the solution is converged. 
BEES Subroutine 
This subroutine sets up the initial terms for solving the 2-D heat 
conduction problem when the traverse heat loss option is invoked. 
COEF Subroutine 
This subroutine calculates the reactor film transfer coefficient based 
on specified catalytic reactor geometries and flowrates. 
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TABLE 5-1. SUBROUTINE CROSS REFERENCE 
Routine/ Calls Routine/ 
Called by 
Routine/ 
Subroutine Subroutine Subroutine 
BEES CPROP MAINl 
COEF -- MAINl 
COND2 -- FLAME 
CPROP BEES FLAME 
OPT2 
FLAME CPROP MAINl 
COND2 
RERAY 














OBTAIN GETDAT MAINl 
OPT2 CPROP MAINl 
PROP 
PROP -- MAINl 
READIN -- MAINl 
RERAY -- FLAME 
STNPRT -- r~AINl 
TRIDM TRID MAINl 
VIEW -- MAINl 
















Set up problem 
for flat plate 
problem 
Yes 
Set up problem 
to consider 
traverse heat loss 





( Ca 11 FlAME) 
> 0 
Yes 




Fi gure 5-1. Program flow chart. 
r---------~--------~~ Calculate solution at ~ 
each nodal point ~ 











ca 1 cu]a t i on 
and output 
COND2 Subroutine 
This subroutine solves the heat conduction term in the surface energy 
balance based on the information obtained in the TRIDM subroutine. 
CPRop Subroutine 
This subroutine calculates the coolant heat transfer coefficient. 
FLAME Subroutine 
This is the program's key subroutine which solves the species and 
energy equations including the effects of chemical kinetics. The routine 
begins by setting up the individual species thermochemical properties. Util-
izing current solution estimates, errors and their derivatives with respect 
to the variables are formed for the enthalpy, total pressure and species mass 
balance equations. The resulting equation errors are then checked for con-
vergence. If convergence is not achieved the matrix of error derivatives is 
inverted and multiplied by the errors to obtain the corrections to the vari-
ables needed to drive the equation errors to zero. If the corrections exceed 
a certain multiple of the variables, all of the corrections are uniformly 
damped so as not to overcorrect the variables. Corrections are then made 
and the solution procedure cycles to the top of the subroutine to repeat the 
above process until either a converged solution is found or the allowed number 
of iterations is exceeded. 
READIN Subroutine 
This subroutine reads the species names, initial species concentrations 
and diffusion factors. 
OBTAIN Subroutine 
This subroutine scans the curve fit thermochemical data file for the 
species of interest. Once the proper species thermochemical data file is 
found, subroutine GETDAT is called to extract and store the data. 
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GETDAT Subroutine 
This subroutine extracts curve fit thermochemical data from input/ 
output unit 11 and stores the data for use during a calculation. 
-KINKIN Subroutine 
This subroutine reads in the kinetic reactions and their associated 
rates. It then develops the stoichio~etric coefficients for the reactions 
and checks to see if the reactions balance. The stoichiometric coefficients 
are applied in the FLAME subroutine. 
RERAY Subroutine 
This subroutine is a generalized matrix inversion routine which either 
gives a set of solution vectors or the solution vectors plus the full matrix 
inversion. 
OPT2 Subroutine 
This subroutine sets up the computer code to perform the problem with 
a catalytic reactor radiating to up- and downstream heat exchangers. 
PROP Subroutine 
This subroutine calculates the transport properties for the reacting 
gas given the gas composition, temperature, and pressure. 
STNPRT Subroutine 
This subroutine sets up the computer code to print out the results as 
well as the input information of the specified problem. 
TERMS Subroutine 
This subroutine further reduces the terms set up by the BEES subroutine 
into a smaller set. 
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TRIO Subroutine 
This subroutine is a general routine which solves a set of tridiagonal 
linear equations. 
TRIOM Subroutine 
This subroutine uses the terms set up for the 2-0 heat conduction 
problem by the TERMS subroutine and rearranges them into a set of tridiagonal 
linear equations. It then calls the TRIO subroutine to solve the equations 
and uses the subsequent result to calculate reactor wall temperatures. 
VIEW Subroutine 
This subroutine calculates the view factors for monolith reactors given 
the monolith cell geometry. 
VIEWl Subroutine 




SYMBOLS AND COMMON BLOCKS 
Variables are contained in COMMON blocks and INCLUDE statements which 
represent a set of COMMON blocks. The COMMON'S in each INCLUDE statement are 
shown in Table 6-1 and the COMMON blocks and INCLUDE statements in each rou-
tine are shown in Table 6-2. A list of symbols in these COMMONS blocks and 
INCLUDE statements is given in Table 6-3 and local variables in the routines 
are given in Table 6-4. 
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ENERGY, VFA, SAVE 
HEAT, TRANS, PROPS, CHEAT, 





CAROl, IUNIT, LIN, WANTS 
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u (!) r- r- N M r- 0\ r-
.... 0:: r r u u U L.L. r- N \0 ,.... co 0\ r- r- N 
V'l lLJ ex: ex: C> C> C> C> ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r- N o:::t" 
ex: z:: lLJ lLJ 0:: 0:: 0:: 0:: -l -l -l -l -l -l -l -l -l ~ ~ ~ 
OJ lLJ :::I: :::I: ~ ~ ~ ~ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ 
BEES X X X X X X X 
COEF X X X X X 
COND2 X X X X X 
CPROP X X X X X X X 
FLAME X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
GETDAT X X X X 
KINKIN X X X X X 
MAIN1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
OBTAIN X X X 
OPT2 X X X X X X X X 
PROP X X X X X X 
READIN X X X X 
RERAY X 
STNPRT X X X X X X X X X 
TRIor~ X X X X 
VIEW X 
VIEW1 X X X X 
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Variable 



































Basic matrix of coefficients set up in FLAME, 
fully inverted on last iteration in FLAME, and 
used to set up linearized corrections in ACEF. 
Equivalenced to DAA for storage economy only. 




Composite term used for integration 
Thermal conductivity of reactor (cal/s/cm-K) 
Thermal conductivity for coolant tube 
(cal/s/cm-K) 
Assigned initial or frozen values of the ai's 
which are input to the code. These values are 
assigned to station one and are never varied. 
The current set of ai's at a given station as 
generated by the FLAME subroutine. Entering 
FLAME these variables contain the terms ai introduced in Eq. 44. 
Mass flowrate of reactants (gm/s) 

















































TABLE 6-3. CONTINUED 
Description 
Radiation variable aT4 
Not used 
Not used 
Variables defined in Subroutine BEES 
Perimeter of reactor cells (cm) 
Distance between monolith and tube bank (cm) 
Nondimensional heat transfer coefficient 
Composite term used for integration 
Mass transfer coefficient (gm/cm2-s) 
Same as CH 
Nondimensional mass transfer coefificient 
LeO.667 
Not used 
Same as CM 












































TABLE 6-3. CONTINUED 
Description 
Heat capacity of gas mixture in cal/gm-K. 
Within FLAME, CPG is heat capacity times PM. 
Specific heat capacity (cal/gmole-K). 
Specific heat coefficients (Eq. 50) 
Specific heat coefficients (Eq. 50) 
Specific heat coefficients (Eq. 50) 
Not used 
Diameter of combustor (cm) 
Reactor diameter (cm) 
Conduction term defined in Subroutine COND2 
Coolant tube thickness (cm) 
One-half of the distance S(I)-S(I-2) 
Coolant tube diameter (cm) 
Same as DR 
Activation energy (Kcal/gmole-k) 
Viscosity parameter E/k (Eq. 46-48) (K) 
Emissivity of reactor 











































TABLE 6-3. CONTINUED 
Description 
Pre-exponential factor (mole, cm, s) 
View factor 
Not used 
Thermal conductivity (ca1/cm-s-K) 
Coolant thermal conductivity at TK1 (ca1/cm-s-K) 
Coolant thermal conductivity at TK2 (ca1/cm-s-K) 
Enthalpy of gas mixture as input to FLAME. In 
FLAME solution the parameter includes other input 
terms (hO). 
External heat transfer coefficient (ca1/cm2-s-K) 
Enthalpy based on wall composition and bulk 
Stored local value of HO 
Molal enthalpy of each species 
Heat tr~nsfer coefficient on the coolant side 
(ca1/cm2-s-K) 
Convective heat transfer coefficient for external 
cooling (ca1/cm2-s-K) 
Heat transfer coefficient on the hot gas side 
(ca1/cm2-s-K) 
Product of molal enthalpy and partial pressure 
of each species; modified to include heat 
transfer terms for computational efficiency 
Enthalpy based on wall composition and temperature 
Value of ITC as carried by program with regard 
to heat loss operations (see Section 5.1) 











































TABLE 6-3. CONTINUED 
Description 
Flag indicating convergence (=O) or nonconver-
gence (=1) of FLAME routine 
Reactor geometry option 
Noncata1ytic (0) or catalytic (1) node 
Heat loss option 
Mass storge unit 
Number of species 
IS+1 
Species name 
Number of species x 2 
Iteration count in FLAME 
Not used 
Flat {IWANT ( , ) and species name {IWANT 
( )) of desired species. 
Kinetics flag in FLAME 
Diagnostic output option 
Axial station number 
Number of gas phase reactions 
Total number of reactions 
Number of species 
First four characters of species name 














































TABLE 6-3. CONTINUED 
Description 
Number of grid points 
Number of species in input list. Must equal IS. 
Pressure in atmospheres 
Not used 
Log of pressure 
Log of partial pressure of each species 
Product of pressure and molecular weight 
Saved value for pressure molecular weight 
Saved value for pressure molecular weight 
Stoichiometric coefficient of each product 
species in each reaction 
Partial pressure of each species 
Local value of PM(l) 
Prandt1 number 
pP{I )/PM(l ) 
Coolant pressure (atm) 
Not used 
Chemical energy term in Eq. (6) 
Conduction term defined in Subroutine COND2 
Conduction energy term in Eq. (5) 
Convective energy term 







































TABLE 6-3. CONTINUED 
, 
Description 
Radiation loss, Eq. (8) 
Radiation from up- and downstream reservoirs 
Radiation terms defined in Subroutine VIEWl 
Radiation terms defined in Subroutine VIEW1 
Curve fit constants for enthalpy, entropy and Cp 
of each species. See page 5.14. RB = Fl + 
F2, RC = F3' RD = F4, RE = F5 and RF = F6 
Stoichiometric coefficient of each reactant 
species in the reaction 
Variable defined in MAIN1 
Variable defined in MAIN1 
Product of gas constant and temperature 
Grid point locations (cm) 
Entropy/R of each species at pressure (not 
standard state). Later modified to be log Kp 
of formation log p (free energy of formation 
at pressure. 
Viscosity parameter (Eq. 46-48) 
Not used 
Saved value for log partial pressure 












































TABLE 6-3. CONTINUED 
Description 
Not used 
Summation of products of partial pressure and 
enthalpy 




Stefan Boltzman constant 
Thermal conductivity (cal/s-cm-K) 
Not used 
Inlet temperature (K) 
Lower coolant reference temperature (K) 
Upper coolant reference temperature (K) 
Wall temperature (K) 
Upstream (1) and downstream (2) reservoir 
temperature 
Temperature to the square power 
Saved value for gas temperature 
Saved value for wall temperature 
Coolant temperature (K) 
Coolant inlet temperature on the coolant side (K) 








































TABLE 6-3. CONTINUED 
Description 
Temperature at which switch is made from low 
temperature to high temperature thermodynamic 
data curve fits (see page 5-14). 
Iterative value for temperatures 
Not used 
Iterative value for temperatures 
Iterative value for temperatures 
Average temperature for property calculation 
Void fraction of monolith 
Viscosity (gm/cm-s) 
Coolant inlet velocity (cm/sec) 
Stoichiometric coefficients for equilibrium 
reactions 
Constant = 1.0 
Molecular weight of each species as input 
Coolant molecular weight (gm/mo1e) 
Distance normalized to tube diameter 
ALPF( ) as read 
















TABLE 6-3. CONCLUDED 
Description 
Heat transfer correlation variable 
Heat transfer correlation variable 
















































Inverse of A loaded into AA and corrected for 
rearrangements in kinetics package of FLAME 
Temporary value for reactor thermal conductivity 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variables for Newton-Raphson 
coefficients 
Locally defined constant 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 
Affinity of given kinetic reaction (= T~S) 
Same as AMH 
Temporary value of AK 
Normalize coolant tube conductance hH~r/k. 
Saved value of ALPHI( ) 
Mass flowrate (gm/s) for IGEOM r 1 
Mass flux (gm/cm2-s) for IGEOM = 1 
~i for reactants 
Locally defined variables 
Exponential n in Eq. (49) 
Locally defined variables 











































TABLE 6-4. CONTINUED 
Description 
Locally defined variable 
Cross sectional area (cm2) 
Call list function 
Locally defined variable 
Surface area to volume ratio (l/cm) 
Eq. (46) 
Locally defined constant 
-Tw(I+1) x B6(I+1) - B7(I+1) 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 
Largest positive contribution to each mass 
balance. After kinetics package becomes 
largest absolute contribution. 
}..I 1 for products 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 
Value assigned to BUMP 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 









































TABLE 6-4. CONTINUED 
Description 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 




Specific heat capacity of edge gases at 
wall 
Same as CPPH 
Average gas specific heat capacity 
(cal/gmole-K) 
Locally defined variables for thermodynamics 
properties calculations 
~ times coolant tube diameter 
Pi times coolant tube diameter 



















































. TABLE 6-4. CONTINUED 
Description 
-B4 (1+1) 
Same as OTUB, effective cell diameter (cm) 
Same as DTUB, effective cell diameter (cm) 
Diameter/height of reactor (cm) 
.-
The partial of log K with respect to log T for 
each kinetic reaction 
Temperature correction 
Temporary value for inlet t'~mperature (K) 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 
Number of reactants in a kinetic reaction 
Log of mole fraction of a species 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 
Same as DT, coolant tube diameter (cm) 
Normalized temperature correction 
Effective cell diameter (cm) 
Local variable 
Temporary value for hot order wall temperature; 
derivatives for iteration corrections 
Locally defined variable 























TABLE 6-4. CONTINUED 
Description 
Locally defined temporary values 
0.25 x square of coolant tube thickness (cm2) 
Prior to inversion in FLAME, equal to error 
of mass balance and equilibrium equations; after 
inversion equal to corrections in log partial 
pressures of species 
Locally defined variable 
Maximum correction in species parti a1 pressure 
on a given iteration 
Temporary value of emissivity 
EMAX from prior iteration 
Iteration error 
Locally defined variable 
Not used 
Not used 
Temporary storage for PP( ) 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 












































TABLE 6-4. CONTINUED 
Description 
Locally defined variable 
Local radiation variable 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 
Mass flux (gm/cm2-s) 
Locally defined variable 
Same as HN 
Heat transfer coefficient (cal/cm2-s-K) 
Locally defined variable 
Total conductance 
Iteration control integer 
Locally defined output counters 






























TABLE 6-4. CONTINUED 
Description 
"-
Stop program if there is a problem with kinetic 
data 
Local control integer 
Dummy integer 
Index for maximum iterations 
Local control integer 
Same as NAMA, NAMB 
Number of species plus 2 
Number of species times 2 
Flag on whether a species name in a reaction can 
be matched with the species input names 
Iteration counter 
Locally defined output counters 
Interaction counter 
Maximum number of iterations allowed 
Reaction equation index 
Local index 
Locally defined integer 


















































TABLE 6-4. CONTINUED 
1 or IS+l 









Total number of equations used in corrector 
step. 
Number of grid points minus 1 
Temporary index 
Iteration counter 
Reray control integers 
Number of grid points minus 1 
Same as NLNGTH 























































TABLE 6-4. CONTINUED 
Description 
Locally defined integer 
Locally defined variable 
Maximum value of ICR for each reaction 
Maximum value of ICP for each reaction 
Eq. (47) 
Local counter 
Locally defined output counter 
Locally defined variable 
Constant 3.1416 
Reverse rate of kinetic reaction 
Natural log of PKP 
Forward rate of kinetic reaction 
Natural log of PKR 
Maximum allowed change in log partial pressures 
R.n P 
Saved value of log partial pressure 
Net forward rate of each reaction as used 
in FLAME 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 















































TABLE 6-4. CONTINUED 
Description 
Locally defined variable 
Saved value of partial pressure 
Net stoichiometric product coefficient for 
each species in each reaction subsequently 
multiplied by CKIN (JE) for computational 
convenience 
Prandtl number 
Used in reaction balance check 
Total heat transferred to coolant (calls) 
Diffusion energy 
Locally defined variable 
Variable dfined in MAINl 
Local Radiation variable 
Local radiation variable 
Iterative value of radiation loss 
Not used 
Saved value of radiation flux 
Not used 
Total energy transferred to coolant (calls) 
Effective cell radius 
Maximum of PKP (JX) and PKR (JX). Basis of 
ordering reactions 














































Locally defined variable 
Reynolds number per unit length (l/cm) 
Ratio of effective cell diameter to coolant 
tube diameter 
Used in reaction balance check 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 
Iteration step size 
Net stoichiometric coefficient for products I 
Difference between stoichiometric coefficients I 
for each species in each reaction equation . 
I 
Net stoichiometric coefficient for reactants 
B3(1+1) 
Local summation 












































TABLE 6-4. CONTI:WED 
Description 
Temporary value of T(l) 
Temporary value of TAVR 
Locally defined variable 
-HI (JP)/RT = -d(log Kp)/d(log T) 
Temperature difference control value 
Fixed values of temperature (data statements) 
Temperature upstream of neat exchanger (OK) 
Variable defined in MAINl 
Locally defined variable 
Temporary value for gas temperature 
Temperature of fuel/air mixture (OF) 
Temperature downstream of heat exchanger (OK) 
Iterative teMperature 
Eq. (48) 
Locally defined variables for thermodynamics 
properties calculations 
Stored value of upstream reservoir temperature (K) 
Stored value of downstream reservoir temperature (K) 
Temporary value for inlet temperature (K) 











































Locally defined variable 
Temporary value for coolant wall temperature 
Temporary value for hot side wall temperature 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 
Same as TTl, coolant inlet temperature ( K) 
Not used 
Locally defined variables used in thermo-
dynamics calculations 
Void fraction of monolith 
Locally defined variables used in thermo-
dynamics calculations 
Log of kf (see Eq. (12)) 
Locally defined variables for thermodynamics 
properties calculations 
Locally defined variable 
Molecular weight of gas at inlet (gm/gmole) 


































TABLE 6-4. CONCLUDED 
Description 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined variable 
Diffusion factors 
Loca i ly defined variable 
Species initial mole fraction 
Species first guesses, mole fractions 
Lewis number, PriSe 
Local summation value 
Local summation value 
Saved values of FKF (JX) prior to pressure and 
third body modifications 
Locally defined radiation variable 
Locally defined variable 
Locally defined iteration variables 






















DY2 = DT * DY 1 q.O 
DO 100 I = 2. NL 
SS=15111-511-111/2.+511-11 
IFIICOEF.NE.11 CALL CPHOPITX) 
AAK=AK 
HNNII I=HN' .... - -.------. 
AK=AKT 
HH=HN 
IFltCO[F.EQ.lIGO TO 1 
GO TO 2 
1 HH;dJ.HOlll 
HNN (I I=HH -
2 SSN=SIII-Sll-l1 
= OT2 1 105111 • SSNI 
OY2 1 10S(I+ll * SSNI 











5SN. IHH + 2.*A~/OTI+·AK.OY/q •• (I./OSII+ll+1./OSIII' 





2.*AK 1 Oy * SSN 
HH * TX * SSN 
2.*AK * ClOY * SSN 
AK * C * OT 1 (q.*OS(I+l11 
AK • C* OYI 1~ •• OS(Il1 
B71I1 1 Bq(II 
B31I1 I Bq(I) 
B5(1) 1 Bq(l) 
B6(1) 1 Bq(11 
Bll111 = 2.0 + Bl(l) + B2(II - BP6(II 
BM = 1. - BP3II) 
BI2(1) = BP7(I) 1 8M 
BI3(1) = BP5(1) 1 I:JM 
BlqlII = BP6II) I BM - 2. - H2(1) 
815111 = BP3(11 1 8M 













XLE = PR I SC 
XP=RE*PR/XCL' 
XNUI:. 81*PR**. "*SQRTC RE.'J.I n.'VF-l. , , 
IFCXNUI.LE.3.66' XNUI:3.66 
CMH=CXLE,**.667 
IF CIGEO" .NE. l' GO TO 10 
C---------FLAT PLATE LAMINAR FLOW CORRELATION---------
XNUB: .332 • pR ••• 333 • SQR1CRE' 
GO TO qO 
10 IF IRE .GT. 10000.' GO TO 20 
XNUB : 3.66 • Cl.0 + .095 • XP • RUD I RU' ..... 5 
GO TO 30 
20 XNUB : .023 • RE .* .8 • PR ••• q 
30 IF CL .GT. 2, 60 TO .. 0 






















IFCNN .~E. 21 GO TO 100 
TWCNNI = CB121NNI + B13CNN, * TW2CNN+ll + TW1CNNI + 
$ B2CNN' * TWCNN+111 I C-Bl~CNNI' 




GO TO 250 
100 CONTINUE. 
IFCNN .NE. NL' GO TO 200 
TWCNN, = CB12CNN' + B15CNN, * TW2INN-l' + TWlcNN, + 
$ BICNN' * TWINN-l' , I I-B16INN', 
TWINN+l, = TWINN' 
TWICNN+l'=TWlINN' 
TW2'NN+l)=TW2fNNJ -.------ ... --- ---. 
DTW=-TWIINN'/A16INN' 
GO TO 250 
200 CONTINUE 
TWINN, = IBP71NN' + TWIINN, + TWINN-ll * B1CNN, + 
$ TWINN+l, * 821NN, + TW2INN-ll * BP31NN, + 
$ TW2INN+l' * BP51NN" I 81llNN' 
DTW=TWIINN'/BIIINN' 
250 CONTINUE 
TW21NN' = TWINNI • C2.0 + BlCNN' + B21NN" - TWIINN' -
























Cee. THERMAL CONUUCTIVITY 
ANK=ALOGCGKT2/GKT11/ALOGCTK2/TK11 
IFCANK.LT.O.OIGO TO 7 
GKT=GKT1.CTZ/TK1Ie.ANK--
C 
GO TO 8 
7 ANI<=-ANK 
GKT=GKT1/CTZ/TK1Ie.ANK 














cee HEAT TRANSFER COtFFICIENT CORRELATIONS 
DTT=UT 
IFCIGEOI'I.GT.lIGO TO 1 
IFIIGEOM.EQ.1IGO TO 2 
~N=l.lePRTe*O.333eGKT/DT 
IFIRET.GT.500.IGO TO 3 
HN=HN.CO.~8eS~RTCRETI+O.~31 
GO TO 99 
3 HN=HNeCO.Q6*SQRTCRET1+0.00128eRETI 
GO TO 99 
1 IFIRET.GT.10000IGO TO q 
HN=3.66·GKT/DTT 
(,0 TO 99 
Q HN=O.023eGKT/DTTeRETeeO.6epRTe·U.Q 
GO TO 99 
2 IFIRET.GT.50000IGO TO 5 
~N = .332 e GKT I 55 • PRT e •• 333 * SQRTCRETI 






























DATA TFZ/IIJOO.,1300.,1200.'1100.,1000,,900 •• aOO •• 700 •• 600,1 
DATA NUL/O/,ICOLD/OI 
C------NSS=ISS - - .-





















IFIIGEOM .E~. 21 N = N + 1 
NEC,i=N 






















PSILt 1 I=PPI I I/pHIlI- - ----
















UO 3 I=l,IS 






IF CKR7 .LE. 31 GO'O -3 -- -
WRITECbol03301 L 
10330 FORMATII120X,7HSTATION ,131 
WPITElb,lOOOO ) HOSCI)oHOSCI+ISJ,HEWCI),SUMH,SUHHW.SHHEW 
3 CONTINUE 
10000 fOHMATI25Xo~E10.51 
IF CL .EC. 11 RETURN-------
IFIILOSS.EU.O.AND.IGEOM.EQ.O)GO TO &0 
IFIICOEF.EQ.l)GO TO 201 
TZ=TTCLJ 
IFIITER.EQ.I) CALL CPROPITZI 
60 CONTINuE 
201 CONTINUE 





















IFCILOSS .LT. 2' GO TO 32 
QCON=O.O 
OQCON=O.O 
DO 31 l=l,N 
31 AI2,I1=0.0 
- AC2,21=1.0 --- ------ --- -------
RHSI21=0.0 
GO TO 3'1 
32 IF CILOSS.GT.O) GO TO 33 
IFIL-2' 7,6,7 




GO TO 10 





GO TO 10 





DQCON=OTWI - OTWII 
GO TO 34 
33 TWlILI = TI2, 




A, 2.11 =T 11 I *CPOF 
39 CONTINuE 
DO 410 I=I,IS 
























ALFA=HN*DRII AKT I 





DO 10'+ K=2.NL 
IFIK.EQ.L)GO TO 105---- .-.-------.. 
QRR=QRH+FLIK.LI*TLIKI**'+ 
GO TO 10'+ 
105 QRR=QRR+FLIK.L,*TI2J**'+ 
10'+ CONTINUE 









IFIABSIOTTW11.LE •• 0021 GO TO 109 
ITERZ=ITERl+1 
IFIITERZ.Ll.301 GO TO 107 
WRITEI6.10bl fRR.OLNTW 
1118 FOkMATIIII0X.'COOLANT TUBE [NERbY BALANC[ EXCElDS ITlRATION LIMIT 









































IF IKR7 .LE. -3) -SO-i02~~-­
WRITE16.5021 
00501 I=l.N 




00 332 "'=l."'T 
IX = O. 
IFIM.GT.MGA51 IX=I5 
UNE=O.O 








DO 337 M=MGP,MT 
FKFIMI=XXIMI*PMII1/CM 
IFIICA.LE.l. BUMP=l. 






























903 FORMATIIHO.49HPRHU.~~FKF.SUMK.SUHR.OKPT.VLK.EXK.EAK.PKR.PKP.PHR I' 
341 FORMATII3.2X.11Ell.5, 
340 CONTINUE 
DO 379 H=I.HT 
SIGN=IKINIL' 
IFIH.LE,HGAS, SIGN=-PHC1).AOSH 
DO 375 1=1. ISS ... --- -- ---
SUHO=RHUII.H'*PKRIH'-PHUCI.H'.PKPCH' 
DO 375 J=1.ISS 
375 AIJ+4.J+4,=AIJ+4.I+4,+SUHO*PRHUIJ.H'.SIGN 
SUHO=PHRIH'.IEXKIH'+EAKIH,/RTI2"+PKPCH'.OKPTIH' 
DO 380 I:1.IS 













IFIIGEOM .Nl. 11 GO TO 498 
C FLAT PLATE PROHLEM 
RHSI2, = RHSI1' + RHSI2' 
DO 50 Y=I.N[Q 
A12.I' = 1112.1, + All.I' 





RtiSll, = o.n 











00 52 1=1,15 
[10 !'I1 J=1,N[Q 
AII+I"JI = 0.0 
AIJ,I+41=0. 
CONTINUE 
AII+4,I+41 = 1.0 
RHSII+1f1 = 0.0 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF IKR7 .LE. 31 GO TO ~05-
WRITE16,4991 
1f99 FORMATI1HO,43HAII,JI,RHSIII,AFTLR KINET AND BEFORE INVERTI 

















IF IICOEF .EQ. 11 DUMl = T 121 / A12.21 
IFIA~SIRHSI11*DUMI.GT •• 21 GO TO 101 
IFIABSIRHSI21*OUM1' ,GT •• 1*FZI GO TO 101 
IFIABSIRHSI311/P.GT •• 00001*FZI GO TO 101 
IFIABSIRHSI411/P.GT •• 00001*FZI GO TO 101 
IFIIGEOM .NE. 21 GO TO 322 
DUP'lN=TTILI/AIN.NI 
IFIABSIOUMN*RHSINI,.GT,0.2IGO TO 101 
CONTINUE 
ESUM=O. 
00 301 l=l,ISS 
PCM=PMlll*ALPHIII, 
- - 0_' ___ • _. 
IFII .GT. IS' PCM=AMAXIIPPII-IS',PMI1,*PPIII/PMI21' 
~IGII'=AMAX1IPCM.PPIIII 
ESUM=AMAXIIESUM.ABSIRHSIl+IfII/IBIGII'+1.E-3011 
IFIABSIESUMI.GT •• 00001*FZI GO TO 101 
ICON=O 




DO 102 I=l.N 
DO 102 J=l,N 
AAII,JI=A(I,JI 
NEQ=IS5+1f 
IFIIGEOM .lO. 2' NEG = NEQ + 1 
IF(IFRZ.Ey.OI GO TO 7113 

















00 1'J0 I=5.N 
EII-4 I=RHS II I ISS=NSS - -. ---------. ---.-- .- - ..... ---
IFIKR7.LE.31 GO TO '+0 
WRITE16.501f1 






OAHP=I~ .-- .. -- .-.-------.--. 
c 
lMAX=I.E-30 







GO TO 13 
20 UUH=13.*OOH-If.l/llf.+DOH) 
IFIOUMI 13.15,15 





IFIABSIl.-[IIHXPI/EHXPI .LT •• 251 PLIH::AHINlfPLIH*2.,9.2103IfOQl 




IFIIGEOH .EQ. 21 OHl:: AHAXII0Hl.ABSIRHSINJII 
OM2=AMAXIIABSIRH51311.ABSIRHSllflll 
OAMP=AHINII0AHP.0.If/AHAX110HI.0M21' 
IFIDAMP.GT •• 991 GO TO 21 
DO 27 1=1.IS5 
27 fIII=OAHP*EII) 
MAKE CORRECTIONS 






IFIIGEOM .Ea. 21 TTllI = TTllI I Il.O-RHSIN)*OAHP) 
00 bUD K=I.2 
llhl=TIKl/ll.-RH5IKI*OAHPI 
PHIKI=PMIKI*11.+RHSIK+21*OAMP) 







IF IKR7 .LT. 3' GO TO ~8 
WRITEI6.505' OAMP.TI1,.~Mll,.TI2',PMI2' 





510 FOHMATI8X,'ENERGY TERMS'/10X, 'CONVECTION 3'[10.5,2X,'DIFFUSION =' 
*EI0.5.2X,'QChEP1 =', 




~8 IF IICON .GT. 0' GO TO ~5 
IFIIFRZ.LT.0.ANO.L.NE.2' 60 TO 1721 
GO TO 1108 ... - ----
1721 TI21 = TFZI-IFRZI 
IFRZ = IFRZ + 1 
ITER = 0 
ICON = 1 
GO TO 30 











IFIITER.LT.ITHX' GO TO 30 
WRITE 16,47 1 
47 FORMATIIHO,27HALLOWED ITERATIONS EXCEEDED 1 










I-'f', I? I =Pr-:S2 






















NAMAIJI = ISP[CIIll 
NAMBIJI = ISPECl121 
ALPFIJI = XALPFIJ,--- -----
ALPFIJ+ISI = XALPFIJ+IS' 
READ CURVE FIT DATA 
WMIJI=XMW 
DO 220 K=l,2 
READ IINMAS,202201 RA, RSIJ,K" RCIJ,K" RDIJ,KI, REIJ,K). 
RFIJ.K'. ZZIJ,K). TUIJ.K'-
FORMAT (6[9.6. 2F6.01 
CONTINUE 
WRITE 16.20l~0' NA~AIJI. NA"B(JI.W~IJ) 
20l~0 FORMATIlOx.2A~,2(2X.FlO.3» 
DO 2'+0 K=l.2 
WRITE 16.202QO) RA, "RBIJ,KI. RC(J.KI. RDIJ.KI, RE(J.K) 
•• RFIJ.K). ZZIJ,K). TU(J.KI. NA"A(JI. NAMBIJI 
202~0 FORMATI5X. 6IEl2.5.lXI, 2IF6.0.1X). 2X, 2A~) 
RBIJ.K) = RBIJ.K' + RA 















DIMENSION NAISI. NBISI. AMUISI. BMUISI 
DIMENSION NASYMISI. NBSYM(!§I 
DIMENSION NR(51,NPI51,STR(!§I,STPI5),STPR(JPI ---
DATA BLANK I .. H I 
DATA NASYM I "H , ... IlH + I 
DATA NBSYI'1 / IlH--= , Il.IlH + I 
DATA NGAS/ .. HGAS I 
DATA NSUR/IlHSURF r- ------
C-----KIN = 5 
KOUT = 6 
C 
C READ TOTAL NO. OF REACTIONS-AND NO. OF GAS PHASE REACTIONS 
C 
100 HEADIKIN,201001 MT. "'GAS 
WRITEIKOUT,20110) MT, "'GAS 
WRITE(KOUT,20120' 
IFLAG = ° 







DO .. 00 '" = I, "'T 
ISW = 0 
RSUM = O. 
PSUM = O. 
READIKIN,20ll00) NA,NB,FKF(M',EXK(H',EAK(H' 
READIKIN,20 .. 10) AMU, BMU 
IX = 0 
IFIM .GT. "GAS' IX = IS 
DO 300 I = I, IS 
NI'1A = NAMAIII 
THMU(I,H, = 0.-
RMU U,I'I, = 0. 
PMU 11,1'1) = O. 
RMU I I+IS ,Hr--:IJ. -----
PMUCI+IS,H, = 0. 
STPRII'=O. 
DO 200 J = 1, 5 
~F(NAIJ).NE.NHA' GO TO 150 
RMUII+IX,MI = AI'1UIJI 







150 IF(NBC..Jl.NE.NMAl GO TO 
PI"IUCI+IX.'U = IH'UCJt 














00 3~0 r = 1.- IS 
RMUCI+IX.HI * WMCII 
PMUCI+IX.HI * WMCI' 
IF CSTPRCI1-0.1 320.3~0.330 
320 ICR=ICR+1 
NR C ICR I =NAf'lA II' 
STRIICRI=-STPRCII 
GO TO 3~0 
330 ICP=ICP+l 











s. CNBSYMI..J).STP(..J).NPC..J) • ..J=l.NUMNB) 
WRITEIKOUT.20~25) FKFCf'lt.EXK'Mt.EAKCH' 
EAKCHI=1000.*EAKCHt 
IFCABSCRSUM-PSUI'II .LE. 1.E-0~ * RSUMI GO TO ~OO 
WRITECKOUT.20300t 1"1 
IFLAG = 1 
STOP 
~OO CONTINUE 
C END DO 
C 
20100 FORHATC2I3' 
20110 FORHAT(lHl. 30X. 25H* KINETIC REACTION DATA. 
$.11 15x.30HTOTAL NUMBER OF REACTIONS • 13 
$.1 15X.30H NUf'lBER OF GAS PHASE REACTIONS. 13 ./1 
20120 FORHATC7X.lHM.~X.~HTYPE.T28.8HREACTION.T80.1~HPRE EXP FACTOR 
s T96. 8HTEMP EXP.TI10. 10HACTIVATION 
S.I T81. I1HCI"IOLE-CM-SI.T1I0. I1HCKCAL/HOLEI II 
20300 FORMATI66H SUM OF HOLECULAR WEIGHTS INDICATES I"BALANCE IN KINETIC 
$ EQUATION .131 
20~OO FORMATCI0CA~.lxl. 3EI0.~1 
20~10 FOHMATI 5F5.0. T~l. 5F5.0 I 
20420 FORMATC5x.I3.~X.A4.6CA3.F3.1.1X.A411 




































~RITE 16,~70) TITLE 
READ15,500) IS,NL,NIT,ILOSS,IGEOH,ICOEF,KR7 
IFINIT .EQ. 01 NIT = 20 
KR7S = KR7 
WRITE16,5201 IS, NL, NIT, ILOSS, IbEOM, ICOEF, KR7 
520 FORMATI/, TI0,23H* INTEGRAL PARAHETERS * 
$, II, T15,~OHIS I NUM~EH OF SPLCIES ) 
$, I, T15,40HNL I GRID POINTS 1 
S, I, T15,40HNIT I NUMBER UF OVERALL ITERATIONS 
" I, T15,~OHILOSS I HEAT LOSS OPTION 1 
S, I, T15,40HIGEOM I PROBLEM GEOMETRY OPTION) 
S, I. T15.40HICO[FF I HEAT TRANSFER INPUT OPTION) 
s, I, Tl~,~OHKR7 I PRINT OPTION 1 
HEAD 15,660) DTUB, VF. DIAMS, AK, ~MIV 
AS=11.-VFI·3.1416*DIAMS.DIAMS/~. 
NTUU = VF * DIAMS * DIAMS I DTU~ / DTUB 
IF IIGEOM .EQ. 0 .AND. NTUB .GT. 1) ILOSS = 0 
IFIIGEOM .NE. 31 GO"TO "34 --
AS= I 1. -VF) *0 lAMS 
NTUB = VF * DIAMS / 13.1416*OTUB*DTUB/4.) 
3~ CONTINUE 
READ 15,660) AM. TI. P 












READ IS,7301 ISIII,I=1,NLI 
HEADIS,7001ITLIII,I=2,NLI 
READIS.6301IIKINIII.I=2.NLI 
IF IILOSS .EO. 0 .AND. IGEOM .EY. OIGO TO 32 













WRlTEI6.6801- - ---- --
680 FORMATI III. T10.26H. NON INTEGRAL PARAMETERS. 
S, II. T4S.20H ••• REACTOR DATA ••• I 
IFIIGEOM .NE. 11 WRITEI6.6S11 NTUB. VF. OIAMS. OTUB 
681 FORMATIII. T1S.38HMONOLITH HONETCOHB CATALYTIC COHBUSTOR 
s. I. T15.26HNUMHEH OF TU~ES a, F7.2 
S. --1. T15.26HVOIO FRACTION =. FT.3 
s. I. T1S.26HDIAMETEH OF COMBUSTOR a. F7.2 • SH ICHI 
S. I. T15.26HEFFECTIVE CELL DIAMETER =. F7.2 • 5H ICHI 
SI 
IFIILOSS.EO.O.OH. IGEOM.EQ.OIGO TO ~O 
WRITE16.6901 
690 FORMATIII, T15.'2HFOR-CYLINOER COOLED EXTERNALLY OR FLAT PLATE PRO 
SElLEM I 
WRITE16.6921 OR 
692 FORMAT 1 I. T15.26HTHICKNESS OF CYLINDER OR 
S. I. T15.26HTHICKNESS OF ~LATE 
40 CONTINuE 
WRITEI6.694ITI.P.AM.AK.EHIV 
694 FORMATI//. Tl~.26HINLET TEMPERATURE 
S. I. T1S.26HPHESSUHE 
S. I. T1S.26HMASS FLOW RATE 
s. I. T15.26HCONDUCTIVITY 
S. I. T15.26HEHISSIVITY 
DUM1 = ABS (TRES 11 n ---
DUH2 = ABSITRESl211 




=.F7.2. 6H (ATHI 
=,E9.5. 6H 16/S1 
=.E9.3,13H (CAL/S-CM-KI 
=. F7.2 I 
715 FORMATIII.T10.'INITIAL GUESSED WALL TEMPERATURES (TLI' 
s. /.TIO.l0GlO.Q.I.T11.10G10.Q.I.T12.10G10.q.I.T13.10G10.Q ,-
725 FORMATIII.T10.'GRIO POINTS CHOSEN lSI' 
s. /.TIIJ,10G10.4.I,T11.10G10.4.I.T12.10G10.4.I.T13.10G10.4 
IFIIGEOM.EQ.O.ANO.ILOSS.EQ.OIGO TO 45 
WRITEI6.20~OOI TTl. PT. AMH. VL, WT. OT. DR,AKT 
IF IIGEOM .Eg. 3) WRITEI6,2USOSI DC. CC 
20S00 FORMATI1Hl.ll. T4S.26H ••• COOLANT PROPERTIES ••• 
s. /1. T15.1~HCOOLANT 



















T15. HHPRfSSURE =. 
T15.1~HMASS FLOW HATL =. 
ll5. 1 ~HAPPHOACt. VELUC I TY =. 
T15.1~HMOlECULAR WEIGHT =. 
TlO.21H FOR COOLANT TUBE: 
T15.19HTUAE DIAMETEK =. 
T15.19HTURE THICKNESS =, 
T15.1~HCONOUCTIVIY =. 
F7.2. 6H IATM) 
E9.3. 6H IG/SI 
F7.2. 7H ICI'1/S) 
F7.2 
F7.2. 5H ICH) 
F7.3. 5H ICI4I 
E9.3.13H ICAL/S-Cf'I-K) 
20505 FORMAT( 
S II. T15.~lHCENTER TO CENTER DISTANCE ITUBE BANK) =. F7. 2 
$. 5H ICH) 
5. I. T1S.~lHDISTANCE~ETWEEN "ONOLITH AND TUBE BANK =. F7.3 
S. SH ICMI ) 
WRITE16.206001 TKI. GKT1. TK2. GKT2. Cl. C2. C3. 5G, EK 






$. II.T15.37HTEHPEHATUHE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
5. 21/.T17.F7.2. T37.EI0.31 
s. II.T15.65HHEAT CAPACITY CPH = Cl + C2 * T + C3 I T**2 
5ICAL/G-HOLl - K) 
5. II.T20. ~HCl =. EIO.3.17H ICAL/G-f'lOLE - KI 
S. I,T20, ~HC2 =, EI0.3,20H ICAL/G-HOLE - K**21 
s. I,T20. ~HC3 =. E10.3.15H ICAL-K/G-HOLEI 
5. II.T15,20HVISCOSITY PARA~ETlRS 
s. J.T20.7HSIGHA "=. F7.3' ~H IAI 





DO 190 I=1.NL 
190 XIII=SII)/UTU~ 
IF IIGEOM - 2) 196;-197i 198-
196 IF IIGEO" .EQ. 01 GO TO 198 
C = 1.0 
RU = AM 
AS = OY 
00 192 I = 1. JS1 
DO 191 J = 1. JS1 
lQl FII.JI = 0.0 
192 FII.lI = 1.U 
GO TO 19') 
197 AHEA = 3.1~1~ I ~.O * 10TU~*OTU~ - OT • OTI 
HU = AM I AKEA 
PliO = HU • IDTIJH - Oll 
CALL VIEWIIUTUR.OTI 
GO TO 1':15 
lYB ARlA = 3.141& I ~.O * UTUH • UTUB 
"U = A~ I ANEA I NTUA 
HUO = RlI • llTUR 
CALL VI[WIOTUb.NL.S.F) 












IF ITRESll).GT.O.) GO TO 210 
BH1=0. 
TRES1 = TltlSIl) 
TRESll) = - TRES(1) 
DO 200 J=2,NL 
FIJ,2)=FIJ,2)+FIJ,1) 
BR2=TAU*TRES(2)**~ 
IF ITRES(2).GT.0.) GO TO 230 
BR2=O. 
TRES2 = TRESI21 
TRESI21 = - TRESI21 





DO 2~O l=3,Nl 
D5Ill=ISILI-SIL-211/2. 
05(21 = 05131 
OS(Nl+11 = DS(NLI 
IFIllOSS.EQ.O.ANO.IGEOH.EQ.OIGO TO 2~5 
DO 241 L=I,NLP 
241 TT(ll = TTl 
2~5 CONTINUE 
TU11=TLC21 
DO 255 L=2,NL 
TWILI= TLILI 
255 CONTINUE 
TWill = TW 121 
TWINL+l1 = TWINLI 
260 PLN=ALOGIPI 








TGllI = TI 
TllI=TI 
T 12 I =TL 11 I 
l=1 
CALL FUME 
IF 1 ILOS5 .[Q. ] I CAll TlUDI1 
T5V=TI 






















IF ITRfSl .LT.-O.' -ArP'll=O.------





PM 121 =PMSV2 ------ - --- --- - - ----
QLOSS=O. 






00 1+20 L=2.NL 
KR7=KR7S 













ADSM = AHH * AM I RU 





DO 330 I=2.NL 
IF II.EQ.LI GO-TQ-"330--------




IF IICON.EQ.OI GO TO 350 







IF IIB.EQ.1) GO TO 360 
IB=IR-1 
IF IMOOII6.2).EO.1) GO TO 320 
IB=IB/2 
STEP=STEP.2. 
GO TO 320 
TOIF=ABSI1.-T(2)/TLll)) 
IF CTOIF.GT.DLTX) DLTX=TDIF 
IF IL.GT.21 GO TO 380 
PHSV1=P,H 1) 
PMSV2=PHI21 
TSV=T I 11 






IFIILOSS.EO.O.AND.IGEOH.EO.O)GO TO ~2 
QQILI=CTTILI-TT(L-1))·AHH.CPPH 
IFIIGEOM .EQ. 1 .OR. IIGEO" .EO. 0 .AND. ILOSS .EQ. 1) 







DO ~'JO ·I=2.L - . ---- --
XSUM=XSUM+XNUBXP(I) 
XNUBM=XSUH/XPP 
WM1=PM 11 liP 
WM2=P''I( 2 liP 





IF IICON.GT.O) GO TO 't50 
CONTINUE 
IFCDLTX.LT •• 0011 GO TO 52 
IFIITDR.GE.NIT)GO TO 52 
GO TO 425 
52 CONTINUE 
IFIIGEOH .EO. 3 .OR. IIGEO ... EO. 0 .AND. ILOSS.EO. 01) GO TO .. 21 
OTOTAL = 0.0 
00 51 JJ = 2. NL 
51 UTOTAL = QTOTAL + QQIJJI 
WRITEI6,20700) TTl. TTINLI. QTOTAL 
't21 COf'H INU[ 
20700 FORHATC11l1,/I.T15.36H-- OVlRALL HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS .-
S. /.T20.26HCOOLANT TEMPERATURE IN =. F7.2 • 'tH (K) 
C 
$, I.T20.26HCOOLANT TEMPERATURE OUT =. F1.2 • 'tH CK) 





=. El0.3. 7HICAL/SI 




IFIKR7.LT.3)GO TO 425 
IFIIGEOM.EO.3)GO TO 425 
IFlIbEOM.EQ.O.AND.ILOSS.EQ.O)GO TO ~25 
W~ITEI6,54)IHNNIL),L=2,NL) 
wHITEI6,5S)IHHOIL),L=2.NL) 
54 FOkMATI/,5X,52HHEAT TRANSFEH COEFFICIENT COOLANT SIDE ICAL/S-K-C~2 
S),1,5X,812X,EIO.3,2X),/) 
55 FORMATI/.5X,S2HHEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FUELAIR SIDE ICAL/S-K-CM2 
$),/,5X,812X,llO.3,2X)./) 
425 CONTINUE 
IFIDLTX.LT •• 001) GO TO 110 
IFIITOR.GE.NIT)GO TO 110 
ITDR=ITDR+l 
GO TO 300 
110 WRITEI6,810)ITDR,DLTX 
450 STOP 
460 FOkMAT 120A~) 
470 FORMATIIH1.II.T1S,20A4.1 
500 FORMAT (1213) 
510 FORMAT leFIO.O) 
530 FORMAT (10X,6HALPF .eEI0.4/21X,8EIQ.4) 
540 fORMAT (EIO.5) 
550 FORMAT (lH,14,7E14.5,2A4) 
5~0 FORMAT 16E9.6,6X,F6.0,6X.2A4) 
570 FORMAT (13) 
580 FO~MAT (10X,21HKINETC REACTION UATAII15X,20HNUMBER OF REACtIONS:I3 
S I) 
590 FORMAT 120f4.1) 
600 FORMAT (10X.20F4.1) 
610 FORMAT (5(A~,lX),5X,3EI0.4) 
620 FORMAT (5X,I3,3X,A~,lH+,A~,lH+,A~,3H--=.4x,A4.1H+.A4,6X'EIO.4.6X,F 
$ 8.3,6X,FI0.4) 
630 FORMAT IAEI0.3) 
640 FORMAT IIOX,BHDIFF FAC,10EI0.S) 
b50 FORMAT 1I5,5X,7FIO.0) 
660 FORMAT (BFI0.0) -
670 FORMAT(I/,T10 ••••• RESERVOIH TEMPERATURES •••• 
$, II,TlS"UPSTREAM =·.G12.5 
S, I,T1S,'DOWNSTREAM =·.G12.5 
700 FORMAT (BE10.S) 
710 FORMAT (10X,10FI0.4/15X.l0F10,4/20X,10F10.4/25X.10F10.411) 
72" FORMAT (10X,10FI0.4/15X,10FI0.4/20X.10FlO.4/25X.10F10.411) 
730 FORMAT (8EI0.S) 
740 FORMAT 110X,9HENTHALPY=,EI0.5,AX,6HMOLWT=,EI0.5,8X.4HRHO=,EI0.5 
$,1 4HALP=.10EIO.5) 
750 FORMAT (lX,'XNUB : ·,EIO.5.10X"XPP = ',EIU.S) 
760 FORMAT IIX,'MEAN NUSSELT NUMBER: ',EI0.SI 
770 FORMAT IIHO,34HBULK AND WALL PROPE~TIES ALONG BED) 
780 fORMAT 110X,9HnISTANC[=,EI0.5,5X.SHNODE:,I4,5X,5HDLTX=,EI0.~) 
790 FOkMAT IIOX,6HHULK ,3HT= ,EI0.5,4HMW= ,EIO.5,3HH= .EI0.5,5HRHO= , 
$ EI0.5/10EI0.51 
800 FORMAT (10X,6HWALL ,3HT= ,llO.5.4HMW= .EI0.S.4HHW= ,EI0.5.SHRHO. 
s, E10.5/10E10.5) 
810 FORMATIII/,T15,25(lH.) 










DATA LNGTHI 2. 30 I 
DATA IEND/3HENOI 
C------OK : 0 
DO ~ I=l.NWANT 
IWANTCl.II=O 
'3 CONTINUE 
C CU~VE FIT DATA ASSIGNED TO UNIT 11 
C TAbULAR DATA ASSIGNED TO U~IT 12 




C ORIGINALLY COMPAR 
NL~GTH = LNGTHI21 
IFIICC.LT.OI NLNGTH=LNGTHllr 
MATCH = 0 
IEOF : 0 
WRITEI6. 3001 
300 FORMATIIHI.30x.2~H* THERMOCHEMISTRY DATA * ./1 
IFIINMAS.EQ.111 WRITE 16.10J 
10 FORHATIIHO.15X.5~HCURVE FIT OF DATA IN FORM CP=RB+RC*T+RD/IT*TI IC 
*AL/IMOLE*KII17X.1?H HFICAL/MOLI'2X' 10HHICAL/MOLI.5X.2HRB.IIX.2HRC 
*.11x.2HRD.7X.12HSICAL/"OL/KI.6X.5HTUIKI.~X.~HNAME II 
IFIINP'lAS.EQ.121 WRITE 16.11) 
11 FORMATIIHO.I~X.12HTABULAR DATA/12X. ~HNAP'lE. ax. 2HMW.6X.l1HHFCCALI 
*P'lOLI/15X. 78HCPICAL/CHOL*KI).HCCAL/HOL).FCCAL/CMOL*KI GIVEN EVER 
*y lOOK FROM 100 TO 5000K 1 
C ORIGINALLY GETSPlCIEOFI 
HEADIINMAS.~I IHDG 
~ FORMATIA21 
3 READIINP'lAS.11 ISPECI.XMW.XHRF 
1 FORMATII0X.2A~,2x,2FI0.01 
IF IISPECIlll .EQ. IENDI IEOF = 1 
IF (IEOF .NE. 01 GO TO 200 
150 DO 160 I=l.NWANT 
IF IIWANTCl.I) ,NE.-o) 60,0160 
DO 120 ..1=1.2 
IFIIWANTI.J+I,II.NE.ISPlCIC.J11 GO TO 160 
120 CONTINUE 
HATCH = MATCH + 1 
IWANTll,II = MATCH 
CALL GETOATI IJ 
IF IMATCH .£Q. NWANT) GO TO 200 
GO TO :3 
152 
160 CONTINUE 
C ORIGINALLY GETOUMINLNGTh) 
[10 8 I=I.NLNGTH 
READ CI~MAS.20100) IUUM 
- -Z0100 FORMAT (AI )---------- ---
8 CONTINuE 
GO TO 3 
C ORIGINALLY CHECK(OK) 
200 DO 5 I=I.NWANT 
IF(IWANT(I.I).NE.o) GO TO 5 
WRITEI6.61(IWANTIJ.II.J=2,5' 
6 FORMAT(IHO. 3~H*** NO DATA IN S~ECIES "ASTER FILE FOR , 2A~, 
S ~H ••• 
SI --------- --------
OK =-OK + 1 
5 CONTINUE 
IFIOK.EQ.O) GO TO 7 
WRITE 16.201201 
- ""20120 FORMAT--UHO. 1J7H". "PROGRA" STOPPED IN OBTAIN. UNKNOWN SPECIES ---






SUAF<OUTINE OPT2 I OIAMS ,NTllb, TG, AS ,UTUB I 

















y = CC I B 
Z=DC/DT 





FF = SQRTCl.+Y.YI - Y 
IFCZ.GT.2.IGO TO 2 
FFl=1.01+0.01+9.Z-0.D59.Z •• 2 
GO TO 3 .-. .-




00 9';1 K=I,2 
GMAX=AM/B.OC/CC -_. 
TZ=TII CK I 















r II LL fltHlfl 
REy=nT*"MAX/VISC 




































20 IFIABSITAVGIKJ-TAVI.LT.I.OIGO TO 55 
TAV=TAVGIKI 
NIT=NIT+l 
GO TO 32 
55 BAIKI=ISUMIKI*UIKI/HOIKI+UIKI*TAVGIKII*CT/IAHHIKI*CPHIKII 





IFIAASITTFIKI-TFJ.LT.I.OIGO TO 33 
TF=TTF IK I 
TZ=ITTFIKI+TIIIKII/2. 




GTOT = ITTFIII-TIII111*AHMI11*CPHI11+ITTFI21-TIII211*AHMI21*CPHI21 
WRITEI6.206UOI TIlll,. T11121. TTFII,. TTFI21. QCII,. OCI21 
lo. TGI. TGINLI. TI. TGNLP 
IFI~H7.LT.3IGU Tu 50 
loR Ir[ 16.51 I Hf! 11 I • HH 12 I • HO I I I • HO I 2 I 




2U800 FORMAT(lHl.II.T10.3RII*. FOH HEAT EXCHANGER PROBLEM OPTION 2 
S. II.T46.2~HEXCHANbER 1 EXCHANGER 2 
5. I.T15.30HCOULANT TEMPERATURE IN (KI =.T47.2(F7.2.8XI 
$. I.Tl~.30HCOOLANT TEMPERATURE OUT (KI =.T47.2(F7.2.8XI 
S. 1.T15.30HTOTAL HEAT TRANSFEHED TO 
S. I.T15.30HCOOLANT (LAL/S' 
s. I.Tl~.30HTEMPEHATURE OF FUEL/AIR (K,a 
s. I.T15.30HUPSTHEAM OF HEAT EXCHANGER =.T47.2(F7.2.8XI 







PARAMETER .JP = 12 
PIIRM1ETER 
.JP2 = 2 * .JP 
PARAMETER ..10 = .JP + 1 
PARAMETER JS = '+0 








COMMON I F2 I AEM1. AEI'I2. 05IJ51). NL. TI. TLIJ511 
S. TRES(21 
s. SIJS1,. AK. DY 
COMMONI AMt:I I HAI'IAIJS11. TAHBO. TAI'IHI 
COMMONI TWS I TWIJS11. TW1IJ51J. TW21JS11 
COMMON I BBB I 61 IJ51,. B2 IJ511. 83 1..151,. B'+ IJS1,. BS IJ511 
S. B6 IJ511. B7 IJS11. t:l8 IJ51,. B9 IJ51,. B101.J511 
S. - 811(JS1). 812(..151)' 8131..151). 811JIJ51). B1~(.JS1) 

















eOM'10N ICARD11 ISPECII21. XMW. XHHF 
CO~MON IIUNITI IN~A5 
COMMON/lINI WI'IIJP, 














I F1 I FT. H. ICON. IS. IS .... ITER. KH. KR7 
l. MT. MGAS. N. p. PLN 
ICC. NAMt:lIJPI. VNUI.JP.JPI 
flOSS. luEOM 
I F3 I AlPFIJP21. B~IJPI 
RT(21. SUMP(21. T5Q(2) 
I F4 I fAK(JXI. ~XKIJXI. FKFIJXI. PMUIJP2.JXI 
RMUIJP2 • .JXI. "'HII.JP2.JXI. THMUIJO.JX) 










AI.JY.JYI. ALPHII.JYI. CPFIJP21. CPG(21 
HIIJP21. HOSIJP21, NAI'IAIJP), PlPIJP21 
P1'I121. PPIJP21, HB(JP.2). RCIJP.21 
ROIJP.21. REIJP.2I, RFIJP.21. RHSIJYI 
SBIJP21, T12'. TUIJP.2) 
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DO 1 1=1,IS 
PMU1=PMU1+PPIII*BFIII 




00 2 I=1,IS 
VA=PP C I IIAF II I 
VB=VA.WP4CII 










:3 FORMATC/'" MOLECULAR THANSPOKT PROPERTIES'/10X,'TEMP .',ElO.S,'K' 
•• 2X.'VISC ='.El0.~.· GM/CM-S·.2X.·ICOND =',E10.S.· CAL/CH-S-K',2X, 








WRIT[(6.200001 NAME. NVALS. IARKAYIII.I=l.NVALSI 







READS IN THE CARO(SI INDICATING THE SPECIES AND 






DATA lEND /3HENDI 
C------
c 
..1MAX = ..1P 
J = I 
IFIIS .GT. J~AXI GO TO 200 
WRITE IE .. 101 
10 FORMATIIHI.15X.70H. SPECIES INITIAL MOLE FRACTIONS,FIRST GUESSES,A 
.NO DIFFUSION FACTORS. "",II 
WRITE 16.200901 
20090 FORMATI/. 15X. 6HSPECIE.18X, 4HALPF. 16X. 4HALPE, lOX 
•• 16HOIFFUSION FACTOK/I 









DO 140 1=1.2 
IWANTII+l,JI = ISPECIII 
140 CONTINUE 
XALPF(JJ = XF 
l(ALPFIJ+ISI = XE 
BFIJI=XBP 
160 CONTINUE 
180 NWANT = IS 
ISP = IS + 1 
ISS = 2 • IS 
GO TO 220 
MOPE THAN JMAX SPECIES R[QUlSTED 
200 WRITE 16.202001 JMAX 
2u200 FORMAT I~3HO ••• PROGRAh STOPPED IN READIN -- MORE THAN. 15, 







C DIRECT INVERSIoN PROCEDURE C IS REPLACED BY C •• -1 
INCLUDE BASIC 




































FORMATI15H IICII,JI,J=1.13.12HI,(O(JI.J=1.I3. 6HI.lal.13.15HI 
IFORE RERAYJ 
FORMATI2X. 11E10.3/(12X, 10EI0.311 
WRITE(KOUT.I071 NP.NNN.N 
WRITE I KOUT. 1 06 J NP .-t1~Ttt'l=1."NP J._-.-. 
IX=O 




00 15 r=l,N --------.--. 




SDI1I=1. GO TO 12 .... - -- --------
REDUCE ROW I BY PRECEEOING ROWS 










[10 164 M=1.NNN 
OII.MI=nII.MI+OIV*OIJ-l.MI 
CONTINUE 





















LI J I =LI 1 , - - - - --- -- ---
II I I =K 
IFISDlII-l.E-81 131,131,14 



















00 142 J=l.Nt-.:N .. -- .----- -------
DII,JI=OII,J'/OIV 



















00 20 I=1,N'" 
K=LII+I) 





00 193 M=l,NtHIi 
OIJ,M,=OIJ,M'+OIV*0II+1,M' 

















GO TO 21 
2~ IF(IS-JI26.28.26 
26 DO 27 M=I.N 
27 C(MoIl=C(M.JI 
I=J 
GO TO 21 





UO '+0 Il=l.N 
I=IJ 




33 DO 3'+ f1=l.NP 
5 IMI=C( 1 ,,1) 
3'+ Cll.MI=CCJ.f11 
IFINNNI 3'+3.3'+3.3'+1 





GO TO 31 
3~ IF(IS-JI36.38.36 
36 DO 37 ,.,=I.NP 
37 CII.MI=C(J.MI 
IF(NNNI 373.373.371 
371 00 372 M=I.NNN 
372 OII.MI=O(J.MI 
373 I=J 
GO TO 31 
38 00 39 M=1.NP 
- 39 Cll.MI=S"1I 
IF(NNNI 39j.393.3~1 




IF (IX) IUl.IJ09 .IJU-- -------
407 FORMAT(15H ((C(I.JI.J=1.I3.12HI.(0(JI.J=1.13. 
HER RERAY 1 
409 WRITEIKOUT.'+071 NP,NNN.N 
00 '+10 I=1.N 
410 wRITEIKOUT.I081(C(I.JI.J=1.NPI.(0II,JI,J=1.NNNI 




















ITEMS = 10 
PAGES = INL + ITEMS - 21 I ITEMS 
00 300 I = 1, PAGES 
lEND = I • ITEMS + 1 
IHGN = lEND - ITEMS + 1 










uO 250 K = ISP. ISS 
WRITEI6,20160INAMAIK-ISI,IPXIJ,KI.J=IBGN,IENDJ 
250 CONTINUE 






20100 FORMATIIHl.ll, T2~,62HAXIAL DISTANCE ALONG MONOLITH. CYLINDER 
, OH PLA TE S 1 CM I I 
?11?n FORMATell.T20, 10IF7.3.3XI I 
?1')1110 FORr'IATIII.T'hl:'lHBIlLK TEMP IKI. T20. 10IlX.F6.1.3XI 
~Ill'+~ FOHI~flTell,T'h13HWALL TEMP IKI, T20. 10(lX,F6.1.3XI 
2~150 FOHrATIII.T'+.13HMOLE FRACTION 
s II.T8.12HtIlILK SPlCIES • I I 
20lhn FOHMATI/.Tll.AII,~X. 1012A.F7.5.1XI 
~1l16~ FOHMATIII,Tb.l?HWALL SPECIES • I I 
20110 FO~MATIII,T'+. 7HCnOLANT 
t, I,TII.I0HTEMP IKI. T20. lOllX.F7.2.2XI 
211172 FGRMATell.l'+,12HCOOLANl lUBE 
•• I.T'+. lOHTfMP IKI.T20. 1011X.F7.2.2XI 
~011~ FOHMATIII.T'+.l?HHfAT LOSS TO 





SUHHOUTINE TlRMS IR3.A_.B5.H6.B7.T~.TW2.I.ARG) 
DIMENSION 83(1). R~ll). 8511). 6611). R711) 




ARGllI = 8311+11 
ARGI2) = - B~II+l) 
ARGI3) = 8511+11 
ARGI_) = - ITWII+l) * 8611+1) + 8711+1)) 
IF(l .NE. 1} GO TO 100-
ARG(1) = O. 
ARG(2) = ARGI2) + B311+1) 
GO TO 200 
100 IFII .NE. NEQU) GO TO 200 
ARGI2) = AHGI2) + S5II+l) 






























• SUBROUTINE TRIO SOLVES SYSTEMS OF TRIDIAGONAL LINEAR EQUATIONS • 
• OF THE FORM • 
• SUBCKI*XCK-11+DIAGCKJ.XIKI+SUP(KI*XCK+11=BCKI • 
• BY THE THOMAS ALGORITHM • 
• *  DESCRIPTION OF THE ARGUMENTS 
• • 
• SUB - THE N - 1 SUBDIAGONAL COEFFICIENTS • 
• DlAG - THE N DIAGONAL COEFFICIENTS • 
• SUB - THE N - 1 SUPRADIAGONAL COEFFICIENTS • 
• B - INPUT - TH£ N HIGHT-HAND SIDE CONSTANTS • 
• OUTPUT- THE CALCULATED VALUES OF THE N UNKNOWNS • 







IFCN.GT.1IGO TO 10 





C ELIMINATION OF TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM 
C 
10 DO 11 K=2.N 
C 
RATIO = -SUBCKI/DIAGCK-ll 
DIAGCKI=DIAGCKI+RATIO.SUPCK-11 
11 BCKI= BCKI + RATIo.BCK-11 
C BACK SUBSTITUTION 
C 
BCNI: BCNI/DIAGCNI 




















NEQU = NL - 1 
OY2 = DY * DY I 4.0 
DO lOO I = 1. NEQU 
CALL TERMSIB3.B4.B5.B6.B7.TW.TW2.I.ARGI 
SUB I I I = ARG 111 
DUGIII= ARGI21 
SUPIII = ARGI31 












TWII+ll * 12.0+Blll+11+B2(1+111 - TW211+11 -
Bl1I+11 * TWill - TW(I+21 * B2(1+11 
167 







1 00 2 I=J,NL 
Z=IISIII-SIJII/RI.*2+2. 
IF IZ-1000.1 ~,~,10 
9 0II,JI=IZ-SQRTIZ·Z-~.1'/2. ----
















IF IJ-NL I ~ ,6,6 




00 6 J=l,NLP 
IF II.EQ.J' GO TO 8 
F 11 , I , =F ( I, I I-F II ,J r--- ---- ---- - -
8 CONTINUE 
IFI~R7.LE.3IGO TO 1~ 
00 12 I:2,NL -
12 WRITEI6,131 IFII,JI,J=~,NLPI 







































00 42 K=Z,NL 
KP=K+l 
IFIK.EU.JIGO TO 42 
FIJ,KI=FMIJI*fMIKI*AIINIKI/AA 
FLIJ,KI=r~IJI*FQIKI 
IFIK.GT.JJIGO TO 43 
IFIK.LT.JMIGO TO 4~ 
(;0 TO 42 
43 fJP=l.n 
KM=K-l 




GO TO 42 
44 I-'P=1.0 







IFC~.EO.NL'GO TO 60 
lJO '+7 N=~~,NL 
'+7 PP=PP*FPCN' 
60 FC~.NLP'=FHCJ'.PP 
OR2CJI=FQCJI.PP PP=1.0 .--.... --.--- ... 
IFC~.EQ.2'~O TO 61 




~1 CO~TINUE - --------- ----- ----
IFCKR7.LE.3'GO TO 1 
WRITEC6,51' 
51 FORHATCIIIOX,' 
DO '+9 J=2,NL 
WALL TO WALL VIEW FACTORS 




DO 52 J=2,NL 
WALL TO TUBE VIEW FACTORS 
52 WRITEC6,5DI CFLCJ,KI,K=l.NLP, 
1 CONTINUE 
ARAT=DI AHC*OIAMC/Il. O/DT------- ---
DO 65 J=2.NL 
ZOS=ISIJI-SCJ-l11.0IAMC/OT 
DO 6'+ K=2.NL 
6'+ FLIJ,K'=FLIJ,K'*ZOS/ISIK'-SCK-l 11 








BRIEF DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION 
OF BIFURCATION APPROXIMATIONS TO DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS 
Because the development of the set of transport relations used in 
this code is not in the readily available combustion literature, it is 
appropriate to include a brief summary of the development in this report. 
The formulation derives much of its utility from the simplification 
introduced when binary diffusion coefficients are approximated with the 
bifurcation relations. These are 
(A-l) 
where the Fi are diffusion factors for individual species which are independent 
of the system of species involved. They could be temperature dependent but 
this flexibility is rarely justified. The accuracy of the approximation 
has been tested for a variety of systems. Two examples taken from Reference 3 
are shown in Tables A-l and A-2. These results are typical when good (and 
consistent) sets of diffusion data are correlated. Note that these particular 
correlations have arbitrarily taken FO as 1.0 to anchor an otherwise floating 
2 
correl at ion. 
In order to develop an explicit flux relationship using this.approximation, 
it is appropriate to start with the Stefan-Maxwell relation 
chi x·x· [j. + D.T (a ~n T) 





















TABLE A-l. CORRELATION OF BINARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FOR A 
HYDROGEN-OXYGEN SYSTEM USING PRESENT METHOD 
TEMPERATURE = 12,000oR, PRESSURE = 1 ATM 
Dij From Vi j From Pres- Error Us i ng 
Kinetlc Theory ent Correlation Present 
(ft2/sec) x 100 Fi (ft2/sec) x 100 Correlation ( Percent) 
Error I f All 
Vi j Are As-
sumed Equal 
(Percent) 
(a) Diffusion coefficients calculated using Lennard-Jones 
potential with force data from Sveh1~ (Ref. 14) 
36.0260 0.24713 53.1613 47.6 - 63.1 
25.9891 23.7639 - 8.6 - 48.9 
26.6238 24.7360 - 7.1 - 59. 1 
22.8038 19.7757 -13.3 - 41. 7 
26.4341 24.3147 - 8.0 - 49.7 
17.3862 0.3720 15.7877 - 9.2 - 23.5 
17.7166 16.4335 - 7.2 - 24.9 
15.0085 13.1381 -12.5 - 11.4 
17.5759 16.1537 - 8.1 - 24.4 
7.0928 0.8322 7.3461 3.6 87.4 
5.2795 5.8730 11.2 151 .6 
6.9078 7.2210 4.5 92.4 
5.6458 0.7995 6.1132 8.3 135.4 
7.2643 7.5163 3.5 82.9 
5.4946 1.0000 6.0091 9.4 141 .9 
0.8133 
Average Absolute Error 10.8 68.6 
(b) Diffusion coefficients calculated using values for 
collision cross-sections suggested by Svehla (Ref. 15) 
H H2 67.6000 0.2208 74.4024 10. 1 - 77.1 
H H2O 28.3200 27.0030 - 4.7 - 45.4 
H 0 27.7200 30.8482 11.3 - 14.3 
H 02 24.5500 22.5734 - 8. 1 - 37.1 
H OH 29.5900 27.5549 - 6.9 - 47.8 
H2 H2O 19.5800 0.3034 19.6568 0.4 2l. 1 
H2 0 23.6000 22.4560 - 4.8 - 34.5 
H2 02 17.1900 16.4323 - 4.4 - 10. 1 
H2 OH 20.1600 20.0586 - 0.5 - 23.3 
H20 0 8.2950 0.8360 8.1500 - 1. 7 86.3 
H20 02 5.7150 5.9638 4.4 170.4 
H20 OH 7. 1450 7.2799 1.9 116.3 
0 02 6.8500 0.7317 6.8131 - 0.5 125.6 
0 OH 8.6060 8.3166 - 3.4 79.6 
02 OH 5.5520 1.0000 6.0857 9.6 178.3 
OH 0.8192 














































TABLE A-2. CORRELATION OF BINARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FOR AN 
OXYGEN-NITROGEN-CARBON-HYDROGEN SYSTEM BASED ON DATA 
OF SVEHLA (Refs. 14 and 15) 
TEMPERATURE = 12,000oR, PRESSURE = 1 ATM 
V;j From Vi j From Pres- Error Using Error If All 
Kinetlc Theory ent Correlation Present Vi j Are As-
(ft2/sec) x 100 Fi (ft2/sec) x 100 Correlation sumed Equal ( Percent) (Percent) 
6.8500 0.7393 6.0528 -11.6 - 4.5 
7.3372 7.6554 4.3 - 10.8 
5.3995 5.6277 4.2 21.1 
5.4662 5.6846 4.0 19.7 
4.4638 4.6277 3.7 46.5 
8.0754 8.3865 3.9 - 19.0 
5.1820 5.3597 3.4 26.2 
5.3620 5.5958 4.4 22.0 
27.7200 29.8130 7.6 - 76.3 
23.6000 20.4311 -13.4 - 72.2 
8.2950 7.5057 - 9.5 - 21.1 
8.6060 7.7923 - 9.5 - 24.0 
5.8190 6.0848 4.6 12.4 
4.8947 5.0977 4. 1 33.6 
4.8625 5.0401 3.7 34.5 
5.6566 1.0000 5.6595 0.1 15.6 
3.9611 4.1604 5.0 65.1 
4.0028 4.2025 5.0 63.4 
3.1637 3.4212 8.1 106.7 
6.3129 6.2000 - 1.8 3.6 
3.7100 3.9624 6.8 76.3 
3.9623 4.1369 4.4 65.1 
24.5500 22.0402 -10.2 - 73.5 
17. 1900 15.1043 -12. 1 - 62.0 
5.7150 5.5489 - 2.9 14.5 
5.5520 5.7607 3.8 17.8 
4.4735 4.4984 0.6 46.2 
3.6310 3.7686 3.8 80.1 
3.5678 3.7260 4.4 83.3 
5.4277 0.7907 5.2620 - 3.1 20.5 
5.4763 5.3153 - 2.9 19.4 
4.5136 4.3270 - 4.1 44.9 
7.9727 7.8416 - 1.6 - 17.9 
5.2069 5.0115 - 3.8 25.6 
5.3784 5.2323 - 2.7 21.6 
25.5139 27.8700 9.3 - 74.4 
17.1218 19.1036 11.6 - 61.8 
6.9743 7.0181 0.6 - 6.2 
7.1732 7.2861 1.6 - 8.8 
5.7836 5.6895 - 1.6 13.1 
4.9083 4.7665 - 2.9 33.3 
4.8645 4.7126 - 3.1 34.5 
173 
TABLE A-2. Continued 
V" From Vij From Pres- Error Using Error If All 
. lJ Species Klnetlc Theory ent Correlation Present Vi j Are As-
i j (ft2/sec) x 100 F· (ft2/sec) x 100 Correlation sumed Equal 1 ( Percent) (Percent) 
-
N2 CO 3.8943 1. 0756 3.9074 0.3 68.0 
N2 CO2 3. 1114 3.1809 2.2 110.2 
N2 C 6.0528 5.7645 - 4.8 8.1 
N2 C3 3.6214 3.6840 1.7 80.6 
N2 CN 3.8603 3.8463 - 0.4 69.4 
N2 H 21.3750. 20.4922 - 4.1 - 69.4 
I ~~2 H2 14.1671 14.0435 - 0.9 - 53.8 N2 H2O 5.0300 5.1591 2.6 30.0 
N2 OH 5.2629 5.3561 1.8 24.3 
N2 CH4 4.3182 - 4.1824 - 3.1 51.5 
N2 C2H 3.5367 3.5039 - 0.9 84.9 
N2 HCN 3.4655 3.4643 - 0.0 84.8 
CO CO2 3. 1390 1. 0647 3.2131 2.4 99.2 
CO C 6.1194 5.8229 - 4.8 9.9 
CO C3 3.6584 3.7213 1.7 72.0 
CO CN 3.8938 3.8853 - 0.2 64.8 
CO H 21.6122 20.6996 - 4.2 - 66.9 
CO H2 14.2296 14.1856 - 0.3 - 50.4 
CO H2O 5.1001 5.2113 2.2 27.1 
CO OH 5.3305 5.4103 1.5 22.3 
CO CH4 4.3595 4.2248 - 3. 1 51.5 
CO C2H 3.5680 3.5394 - 0.8 80.9 
CO HCN 3.5023 3.4994 - O. 1 82.9 
C02 C 4.9902 1. 3079 4.7402 - 5.0 35.0 
C02 C3 2.8753 3.0294 5.4 111. 3 
C02 CN 3.1245 3.1629 1.2 102.4 
C02 H 18.4881 16.8510 - 8.9 - 59.4 
C02 H2 12.2917 11.5481 - 6.0 - 39.1 I 
C02 H2O 4.1217 4.2424 2.9 58.7 
C02 OH 4.3441 4.4044 1.4 50.6 
C02 CH4 3.5835 3.4393 - 4.0 82.5 
C02 C2H 2.8685 2.8813 0.4 128.0 
C02 HCN 2.7965 2.8488 1.9 133.9 
C C3 5.7767 0.7218 5.4901 - 5.0 13.2 
C CN 6.0033 5.7319 - 4.5 8.9 
C H 26.1719 30.5380 16.7 - 75.0 
C H2 18.0635 20.9280 15.9 - 63.8 
C H2O 7.5630 7.6883 1.7 - 13.5 
C OH 7.9334 7.9818 0.6 - 17.5 
C CH4 6.3330 6.2328 - 1.6 3.3 
C C2H 5.3831 5.2217 - 3.0 21.5 
C HCN 5.3406 5.1626 - 3.3 22.5 
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TABLE A-2. Concluded 
Vi' From Vi j From Pres- Error Using Error If All 
Species Kinet~c Theory ent Correlation Present Vij Are As-
i j (ft2/sec) x 100 Fi (ft2/sec) x 100 Correlation sumed Equal ( Percent) (Percent) 
-
C3 CN 3.6276 1.1293 3.6632 1.0 80.3 
C3 H 21.0069 19.5166 - 7. 1 - 68.9 
C3 H2 13.9792 13.3749 - 4.3 - 53.2 
C3 H2O 4.8271 4.9135 1.8 35.5 
C3 OH 5.0416 5.1011 1.2 29.7 
C3 CH4 4.1210 3.9833 
- 3.3 58.7 
C3 C2H 3.3265 3.3371 0.3 96.6 
C3 HeN 3.2583 3.2994 1.3 100.7 
CN H 20.9403 1. 0817 20.3763 - 2.7 - 68.8 
CN H2 13.8853 13.9641 0.6 - 52.9 
CN H2O 4.9948 5.l300 2.7 30.9 
CN OH 5.2299 5.3259 1.8 25.1 
CN CH4 4.2953 4.1588 - 3.2 52.3 
CN C2H 3.5330 3.4841 
- 1.4 85.1 
CN HCN 3.4626 3.4447 - 0.5 88.9 
H H2 67.6000 0.2030 74.3967 10. 1 - 90.4 
H H2O 28.3200 27.3309 - 3.5 - 76.9 
H OH 29.5900 28.3745 - 4. 1 - 78.0 
H CH4 20.3467 22.1568 8.9 - 68.0 
H C2H 18.6611 18.5624 - 0.5 - 64.9 
H HCN 18.8560 18.3525 - 2.7 - 65.3 
H2 H2O 19.5800 0.2963 18.7301 - 4.3 - 66.7 
H2 OH 20.1600 19.4453 - 3.5 - 67.6 
H2 CH4 13.7590 15.1843 10.4 - 52.4 
H2 C2H 12.5045 12.7210 1.7 - 47.7 
H2 HCN 12.5953 12.5771 - 0.1 - 48.1 
H20 OH 7.1450 0.8064 7.1436 - 0.0 - 8.5 
H20 CH4 5.4665 5.5782 2.0 19.6 
H20 C2H 4.5559 4.6733 2.6 43.6 
H20 HCN 4.5242 4.6205 2.1 44.6 
OH CH4 5.6987 O. 7767 5.7912 1.6 14.8 
OH C2H 4.7817 4.8517 1.5 36.8 
OH HCN 4.7388 , 4.7969 1.2 38.0 
CH4 C2H 3.9244 0.9948 3.7886 - 3.5 60.7 
CH4 HCN 3.8677 3.7457 - 3.2 69.1 
C2H HCN 3. 1729 1. 1874 3.1381 ~ 1. 1 106.1 
HCN 1.2009 
Average Absolute Error 3.7 50.9 
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where xi is the mole fraction of species i. T is the temperature. Vij is the 
binary diffusion coefficient for species i and j. and Di T is the multi-
component thermal diffusion coefficient for species i. Substituting the 
approximation for binary diffusion coefficients (Eq. A-l) into the Stefan-
M~xwell relation (Eq. A-2) and rewriting in terms of mass fractions. Vi yields 
ax· 112 (V.F. L J.f. f·J· I V.F.) 1 f.l 1 1 J J - 1 1 1 J as = po --;r.- M:- --;;r.- -;:r:-
1 • J 1 • J 
J J 
(A-3) 
where. for convenience, a total diffusion mass flux has been defined as 
the sum of the molecular and thermal diffusional fluxes. 
(A-4) 
Multiplying each side of Eq. (A-3) by MifFi. summing over all i. and 
noting that the sum of the diffusive fluxes is zero and the sum of the mass 
fractions is unity yields: 
Substituting Eq. (A-S) into Eq. (A-3) results in 
ax· V.f." M. ax. M2 F·J1· " VjF. 
_1 __ 1_'LJJ ___ 1_L J 
as - M. . t:" as pu M. .--;:r.-
1 J J 1 J J 
At this point is is convenient to define several new quantities. 
~1 = L j 
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~2 - 2: M.X-/F. j J J J (A-B) 
~4 :: 2: (Y;/Fj 2) (dFj/dT) j (A-g) 
Taking the derivitor of Eq. A-8 yields 
(A-10) 
Introducing Equations A-7 through A-10 into A-6 yields after some rearranging 
J. + Di
T 
in _ :rr I dY i Yi [dM dlJ2 dT]\ 
1 T as - -~ Os + 11 Os - Fi as - FiM~4 ds (A-ll ) 
The variation of Fi with temperature as determined with a nine component 
system over a range from 4000° to l6000 0 R in Reference 3 were found to rarely 
exceed 0.1%. Consequently lJ4 has been taken as zero and a universal set of 
F; determined for all species. Correlations of these values with molecular 
weight have been reasonably good as indicated in Figure A-l. The correlating 
equation 
_( Mi )0.461 
Fi - 26 (A-l2) 
;s recommended when specific values of Fi are not available from other correlations. 
It is apparent that :rr must represent the temperature and pressure dependence of 
the Vij . Although 0 need have no specific relation to a real diffusion coefficient, 
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diffusion coefficient of O2, Vo O. This would force a precise fit of 2 t 2 
the correlation to Vo 0 but would not in general provide the best overall 
2, 2 
correlation. Ignoring this caveat we can evaluate Vo 0 from the equation 
2, 2 
of Reference 4 as given by Equation 7 of the text: 
"IT = 2.628 x (A-l3) 
o 
with T in oK, P in atmospheres, and collision cross section, a in A. For 
° O2 as the reference species, a is equal to 3.467 A. Using the data from 
Reference 4, Figure A-2 demonstrates that the integral expression for transport 
properties is approximated by: 
n~~,l)* ~ 1.07 [T/(E/k)]-0.159 
1J 
where the maximum energy of attraction function, Elk, for O2 is 106.7 and 
thus: 
(A-l4) 
The extension of this correlation to thermal conductivity is fully 
developed in the text. However, the system viscosity is also required in 
PROF for evaluating Reynold's number correlations. Use is made of the 
correlation suggested by Buddenberg and Wilke (Reference 16) and endorsed 
by Hirschfelder et al. (Reference 4), namely 
X·lJ· 1 1 
~ RTlJ· 
L X· + 1.385 ~ i 1 rOM; 
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By introducing the bifurcation relations, taking from Reference 4 the relation 
for pure component viscosity 
M - 5 V i -~ Pi iP 
11 
(A-16) 
assuming Ai' ~ 1.12 (actually varies from 1.10 to 1.14 in the temperature 
range of interest), and adjusting 1.385 to 1.344 for simplification, there 
is obtained 
_ \.12 
\.1M," x = pO 1. 34411l M (A-l7) 
The results presented in this Appendix show that the bifurcation approximation 
can result in major simplification in transport property evaluations with only 
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